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UNH captain Bob Gould flips the puck past Brown defenseman Dave Miller
and goalie Mark Holden during the Wildcats' 9-3 romp over Br~wn last we~k.

Second place UNH takes on seventh place Yale in ECAC quarter final action
tonight at 7:30 in Snively Arena. <Ch_!:.is Kent photo)
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grievance issue

Professors oppose Mills decision
By Dennis Cauchon
and Paul Keegan
The four members of the
Political Science Department
who fiied grievance against Dean
Allan Spitz yesterday asked
faculty members to oppose UNH
President
Eugene
Mills' .
exoneration of Spitz.

Thursday Mills said Spftz's involvement in the promotion and
tenure case of Assistant Prof.
Warren
Brown
was
"appropriate."
Mills' decisi01. "pnflicts with
the report of the · Professional
Standards Committee which
called Spitz's involvement an

promotion and tenure guidelines.
At a Faculty Caucus meeting
yesterday, members called upon
Mills to, release the information
made available to him after the
Professional Standards Committee completed their report.
"According to President Mills'
letter his decision was made on

The professors also said they

"intrusion into the promotion and

information he received sub-

will appeal Mills' decision,
possibly to the University System
Board of Trustees.
In a statement issued last

tenure process" and recommen- - sequent to the PSC inquiry," said
ded that Mills "take immediate Melvin Bobick, professor of
action .to deal with these serious sociology. "One possibility (for
attempts by Spitz to violate" settling the dispute) might be
that Presidenf Mills make
avai_lable this 'subsequ~nt .informat10n' he referred to m his letter."
·Professors Bernard Gordon,
John Kayser, David Moore, and
George Romoser wrote in a letter
to the faculty that Mills' ruling is
A 20-year-old UNH student died
Office and the state Department based on "vague and unexamined criticisms of the Political
_Saturday at Portsmouth Hospital
of Motor Vehicles.
A pair of demonstrators at the Public Service Co. dock protest from injuries sustained in a car
Science
Departments's promo- '
Barlow, a junior undeclared
the_ arr~val ,of a reactor containment vessel Sunday. Mean- accident early that morning .
tion and tenure processes."
liberal
arts
major,
was
a
memwhile, m Concord, prospects looked good for anti-CWIP
Paul M. Barlow, of 151 South ber of the Navigators, a religious
Mills' decisfon "is at l:iest
legislation. See page :t <Karen Janos photo)
St., Portsmouth, died of an inter- group, and president of the UNH illogical and hardly persuasive,, '
nal hemorrhage at 5:20 a.m.
fencing club.
they said adding that "we call
following the 12: 50 a.m. crash.
Barlow is survived by his father, upon the faculty to reject the
According to Newington police,
Robert Barlow, of Colony Cove President's proposed resolution
Barlow was thrown from a
Rd., Durham; -his mother, of these grievances."
vehicle operated by Jeffrey
Priscilla Van Loan, of Holland;
Three members of the Political
The 21-year-old Kennedy imposter who boarded at Alpha
Steadman, 24, of York, Maine
and two brothers and a sister.
Science Department issued a letGamma Rho fraternitv last semester was sentenced to a vear in
when Stedman's car hit a
Barlow's father is a professor ter to the faculty this morning
jail at Strafford County Superior Court last week.
snowbank on the Spaulding Turn- of Economics and Administration disagreeing with the grievants'
Edgar Berube of West Green Street, Somersworth, pleaded
pike.
A funeral mass was held at the opinions.
guilty to six counts of forgery and one count of theft of services at
Stedman
and
another
Immaculate Conception Church
Associate political science
his trial Feb. 27.
passenger, Mark DeYoung, 21, '- in Portsmouth today at 10 a.m. professors Lawrence O'Connell,
Beru.be was given a one year sentence followed by two years
also of 151 South St., were uninBarlow was to be cremated after Susan White, and B. Thomas
probat10n on one forgery charge. He was also given a one year
jured.
the funeral and his ashes scat- Trout wrote, "We consider it
suspended sentence on the condition that he make restitution on
Police said Barlow was thrown
tered on the Durham Point Road highly inappropriate and unthe other charges within the two-year probation. ·
from the vheicle after it hit a
property of UNH physical professional for them to invoke
Berube pleaded guilty to passing more than $2,100 in forged
snowbank in the southbound Jane
education Professor Evelyn the decision -of the Department
checks, including a $625 check from Phi Mu Sororitv. He also adof the Turnpike, crossed the road
Brown.
Promotion and Tenure Commitmitted entering his AGR room and board contract under the
and flipped over. They did not
tee, in order to support conforged name "Edward Kennedy".
release the exact location of the
tinuation of their personal
Berube apparently posed as a member of the influential Kenaccident.
grievance, upon which a decision
nedy clan as he wined aftd dined fraternity and sorori1y members
to
PortsBarlow
was
transported
has been rendered by the aplast semester in an effort to win their confidence.
mouth Hospital by the Newington
propriate authority.''
Berube's activities came to an end last Dec. 4 when he fell down
F'ire Department Ambulance.
Campus Calendar ............ page 4
Alth9ugh the grievants said
a flight of stairs at Phi Mu and was discovere~ to have at least
Notices ...................... page 6
Stedman and Ve Young, who is
they will appeal Mills' decision,
two identities by the'Durham Rescue Squad.
Editorials,
letters
.......
pages
12.
13
also a UNH student, were taken
Mills said yesterday, "I think it
The 83 days Berube has already spent in the Strafford Countv
Arts ..................... pages 14-16
to the hospital and later released.
says in the faculty handbook that
House of Corrections will be credited to his 12 month term accorClassifieds
..............
pages
18,
19
The accident is under inthe decision of the president is fi- ·
'
ing to the County Attorney's office.
Comics ..................... page 20
vestigation by the New.ington
Sports
Berube. upon his release, will be turned over to police in
Polic-e
Department,
-the
Sports ......... -· ....... pages 22.24
Quincy, Mass·.', where he is wa~ted on .anoth~r Jorg~ry cha_rge.
GRIEVANCE, page 20
• Rockingh~m County Attorney's

. d
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UNH Stu ent les
in weekend crash

Berube sentenced
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News Briefs

Sixty are game for .wild dinner

School vandalized

And Jacques' F'avorile Pheasant
Stew, with tender shreds of
pheasant fo ' a rich broth with
vegetables and fruit. Both were
delicious,
especially
the
oheasant.
Circling the enq of the buffet
table were the moose dishes. I
had high expactations of the
Moose Steak, picturing a sort of
antlered porterhouse; alas,
there were little scraps of moosemeat, tough and black in a thick
tomato sauce, disappointing. The
Moose Meatloaf, m the same
tomato paste as the steaks, was
okay, but not much different than

By Joel Brown
It was like being Jeremiah

Vandals struck at the Oy~ter River Middle School Sunday,,
brea.1<.ing windows and destroying office and Jab equipment, according to Durham Police Sgt. Paul Gowan.
A spokesman for the school said the damage is estimated at
nearly $1,200.
Gowen said the vandalism was discovered by a maintenance
employee and must have occured sometime before noon on Sunday.
The vandals removed a window at the rear of the school to gain
'entry and broke another window, he said.
According to Gowen, they also sprayed fire extinguishers all
over the lab.
"They damaged a telephone and a calculator," a school official
said. "They just took a hammer and wacked at things."
.....
Gowen said the case is similar to another vandalism incident
that took place over a week ago at the Oyster River High School.
Both Ctl.3C.3 tu c u11dt1 i11ve~ugauon, ne saIO.

Johnson for a night.
The menu featured such items
as Southern F'ried Squirrel, Roast
Beaver, and Moose Meatloaf. A
fire crackled in the hearth, and
mounted pheasants decorated the
mantel.
It could have been 1879, instead
of 1979, except that the location
was the decidedly modern Alumni Center. The occasion was the
1st Annual Wild Game Dinnl'r of
the UNH Chapter of the Wildlife
Society.
Thirty dues-paying members of
the so<>if>tY ancl ~n eomi I n11mhf>r

~ny

Search contrnit1ee
The Faculty Caucus voted yesterday on th~ 10 fJculty members
to be suggested to the University System Board of Trustees to
serve on the search committee for a new UNH president.
The faculty members recommended were:- chemistry professor Alexander Amell, sociology Professor Melvin Bobick, Assistant Professor of nursing Patricia Dean, Associate Professor of
chemistry Colin Hubbard, history Professor William Jones,
education Professor Roland Kimball, chemistry Professor Frank
Pilar, mechanical engineering Professor Godfrey Savage, Associate Professor of history Marc Schwarz, and Associate Professor of philosophy Duane Whittier.
The search committee will begin meetings on March 24 and will
consist of about 10 representatives of students, faculty, alumni,
trustees and the public to be appointed by the trustees Executive Committee.

Health studies grant
In honor of its 10th anniversary, the University's School of
Health Studies has received a $10,000 grant from the Charles E.
Culpeper Foundation Inc. of New York.
The money will be used to support a series of anniversary
programs, including lectures by health scholars, scholarships,
special anniversary publications. off-campus faculty lectures
and a series of professional conferences.
The School of Health Studies, with seven departments, has an
enrollment of 1,400 students.
The Culpeper Foundation was established in 1940 in memory of
Charles E. Culpeper, a New York businessman. The foundation
provides grants annually for programs in the fields of youth, conservation and medicine.

other mea tJoaf. But thon ""'ho

ever rav~d about a meatloaf?
The Moose Stew made up for

of guests gorged themselves
Saturday night on four moose
dishes and a dozen or so other
buffet offerings, hunted - and
cooked - by many of the same
pe~le who did the eating
ore than on~ diner w~s seen
ret rning for thirct helping5 of the
Sn\oked Bear Shoulder.
' 1This is defin'itely goin~ to be
an ai1nual event,'' said Steve
Garmon, chairman of the Dinner
Committee, "Definitely."
Generous quantiles of the Vin
Rose seemed to relieve the intensity ol' some of the game concoctions.
The Southern · Fried Squirrel
was rather like dark chicken
meat, but tough and thin.
"You've got to get a lot of
them,· · said Jim Brighenti, who
helped prepare some of the
dishes. "Those grey squirre.ls
don·tgoveryfar ."
.
Chairman Garmon defended
the squirrel vigorousl:v.
The scallops were aver~ge,
verv tastv, but not the tenderest.
But then, the Great Bog Duck
Gumbo: pieces of tender, crumbly duck in a rich, brown sauce.

both of them. It was hearty like
grandmother's beef stew; the
only things missing were the
dumplings. It would have been
good to eat a bowlful but the buffet table was long. A pot of that
stew and one of the long grain and
wild rice would make an excellent Thanksgiving Dinner.
I passed up the Bullhead CHornpou t). I missed out on the
Alaskan salmon.
The Roast Beaver was good;
Julie Whitehouse and Steve
Dobronicki agreed it tasted like
lamb. But I found it unsettling.
It wasn't that it was gc:imey; it
DINNER, page 11

HE~

investigators
arrive on campus
&y Pam Dey
The University is under observation this weel by a team of
equal opportunity -s pecialists from the Office tlr Civil Rights
<OCR), a division of the Health, Education and fv'elfare Department.
They will determine th~ school's compliance wfth federal antidiscrimination laws and recommend improvements.
"We're here to look into student treatment and services," said
OCR Systems Coordinator Linda Yuu Connor.
The team is not here because the University has violated the
law but "because it was their turn to be examined," said Connor.
The laws the team is concerned with are Title VI, which forbids
discrimination on the basis of race; Title IX, which prohibits the
discrimination on the basis of sex, and Section 504 which forbids
all institutions receiving federal financial aid from
discriminating against handicapped persons.
In making their compliance review of the campus the tea:m will
talk with faculty, administrators and students Connor said. "We
rely heavily on interviews," she added.
There are scheduled times for students to voice concerns or ask
questions of the OCR team: today at 1 :00 and 2:00 p.m., tomorrow
HE\J'v'.. page 8

~~ --,,,

Beer stolen
Four cases of beer, worth about $35, were taken from the Pettee
Brook Market sometime early yesterday morning according to a
Durham Police official.
Police Sgt. Paul Gowen said a nearby resident called the police
shortly after midnight with a report that two individuals were entering the store.
.
By the time the police arrived the suspects had fled, Gowen
said.
.
The case is currently under investigation, he said.
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A UNH~vironmental conservation professor has been appointed to an international energy committee.
Associate Professor of environmental conservation John
Carroll is one of five U.S. representatives named to the new U.S.Canadian Northeast International Committee on Energy.
Carroll was nominated by Governor Hugh Gallen and appointed by Vermont Governor Richard Snelling.
The committee was formed bv Canadian officials anu New
England governors . to aid an international exchange of
technological information.
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Snowplows lie at ·rest at the Durham Public Works Department yard. Work crews say the
winter has been the toughest on the roaas in six years. <Bob Bauer photo)

Storm costs rise as snow falls
By Eric Jacobsen

The weather

__...._________________________________________

, 1•

1:~\\i

/

Professor selected

There will be occasional rain today with temperatures reaching
up into the 50s, according to the National Weather Service.
Tomorrow will be mostly sunny with highs in the mid 40s and
low 50s.
Winds will be from the south southwest todav at about 10 miles
per hour.
·
The clearing fair weather will continue through Thursday with
temperatµres n·mainin6 in the mid 40s.
,
There is a 90 percent chance of precipitation toda~~ and a 40
percent chance tonight . .
~.-;
1
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the roads safe. So far Durham
has used 381 tons of salt and 2000
yards o( sand: The PPO&M didn't
have the specific amounts of salt
ana sand used available at this
time.

The winter of 1978-79 has been
the worst winter for snow
removal and road maintenance
in six years according to both
UNH's Physical Plant Operations
and Maintenance Department
( PPOM) and Durham's Public
Works Department.
Rain mixed with sleet and snow
along with rapid temperature
changes were the reasons for the
bad winter, officials said.
"We only had one dry snow
storm. All the rest were wet and
they usually froze. This caused
severe ice problems." said
Public Works Director George
Crombie
Tl)~ . '~Y , r~ad~.r~_quireq Jarge
an1ounts of salt and sand to keep
-'c_,,r~'-',...

,1_~ ... ' -

__

~_<..f_),1

PPO&M used less salt and more
sand this season to curb poJJut1on
of plant life and car corrosion.
This created another problem:
WINTER, page 9

Potholes cost- thousands
By Joy Bleakney
The town of Durham and UNH
will spend more than $3,500 to
repair potholes in the roads,
spokesmen said yesterday.
. Durham taxpayers will spend
approximately
$2,500
on
materia"is. and even more on manpower·... accoud.11n~ .; tiJ1 Ge.cmge _•
1
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Crombie, superintendent of
public works.
UNH will spend a minimum of
$1,000, according to Henry
Dozier, assistant directer of
Physical Plant Operations and
Maintenance.
POYHO,LE~,1
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Cramped conditions
plague firefig~ters
adequate fire control for the town
and campus. We have~ completely
inadequate facilities for the job
we're trying to do."
The Durham/UNH Fire Deparment has 13 vehicles; the station
has orrly five truck bays.
Six vehicles--an ambulance,
Engine 4, the rescue vehic~e,
Engine 2, Engine 1 and the aerial
ladder truck--are stored in
Durham. The rescue vehicle,
squeezed in between Engines 2
and 4, must be parked so close to
Engine 4 that itiis impossible for
a man to walk between the two
trucks.
M::iny of thP st:ltion's problems
result from the size of the truck
bays. Three of the truck bays
were built in the 1920s, when fire
engines were much smaller than
they are today, said Breslin. The
addition of the other two bays
was completed in 1950.
pleted in 1950.
Some of the vehicles cannot be
jacked up inside the station to put
chains on for the winter because
they hit the ceiling, Breslin said.
These trucks have to be taken
FIRE STATION, page 7

By Willard Tucker
and Pa~ Dey

There is about the width of a
package of cigarettes on either
side of Engine 2 as it leaves or enters the Durham/UNH fire
station; three or four inches
remain between the rear flashers
of the engine and the garage door
above.
The cracks and splinters in the
garage door frames have to be
periodically touched up with red
paint; "We lose about one mirror
a week getting the trucks in and
out,'' said firefighter Russ
Bassett.

Th" firp npp::irtmpnt fpp]s it

Durham-UNH Fire Department equipment is jammed into the department's close quarters
at Sunday's open house. (Bob Bauer photo)

Anti-CWIP hill expected to pass
By Michael Kelly

secretary to the Governor,
Construction Work in Progress predicted yesterday that House
(CWIP) surcharges for New Bill 155, which calJs for an end to
Hampshire electricity consumers the CWIP charges, ''will pass
may be outlawed this legislative both the House and the Senate,
session, according to Gov. Hugh and he (GalJen) will sign it.''
Gallen's office.
The bill is one of three
The Public Service Company of scheduled to come up before a
New Hampshire started the sur- hearing of the house committee
charges over a year ago to pay on commerce and consumer affor its half of the $2.5 billion cost 1airs this Thursday at 7 p.m.
of building the Seabrook nuclear
Duncan said Gallen would
power plant. In his gubernatorial testify at the hearing in favor of
campaign, Gallen promised to the bill.
outlaw CWIP charges.
HB 197, which proposes that the
press Public Service Company of New
Dayton
Duncan,
lfampshire issue stock in return

for money paid in CWIP charges,
and HB 134, which calls for the
company to credit consumers in
the future for CWIP charges they
are paying now, will also be
discussed Thursday.
Duncan dismissed both these
bills as unworkable because of
the "monumental problems"
they would cause.
State Rep. Gary Girolimon
<D-Manchester), one of the
authors of HB 197, said yesterday
that the bill would, if passed into
law, "turn them (Public Service)
into a cooperative (owned by
electricity consumers paying
CWIP charges).''
Girolimon, a UNH alumni, said
the bill was diseigned to stop
Public Service from "ripping off
their customers, which is what
they have been doing."
Girolimon said he planned to
testify Thursday in Behalf of the
fill, and would vote for it or for
HB 155, if either bill came up
seniors attending accredited two
before the full house.
and four year educational in- .
Duncan said Gallen had also
stitutions. According to a fact dismissed a suggestion made by
sheet on the Tuition Advance the state's business establishFund, freshman are excluded
because of the high rate of at- CWIP, page 19
TUITION BILL, page 6 •

Congress .considers
new student aid hill
By Dennis Cauchon
A new program to help finance
students through college has been
proposed in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
The Tuition Advance Fund
would loan any student, regardless of financial cond1tion, up lo
$5,000 per academic year to pay.
for tuition, room, and board.
·
Students would repay the loan
at a rate of two percent \.1,·henever
their income exceeded $5,000 a
year, until the loan plus 50 percent had been repaid . The money
would be deducted directlv from
the borrowers paycheck by the
Internal Revenue Service.
If passed the bill i~ expected to
eliminate the need for other
federal student assistance
programs such as Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants
and Direct Student Loans.
The Tuition Advance Fund has
been introduced by Rep. John
Burton !D-CaU and is cosponsored by Rep. Norm D'Amours
!D-N.H. J.
A similar bill was killed in
committee last year, but
D'Amours said he has "every in. dication that the bill will be met
with general approval" this year.
This year's bill, numbered H.R.
l:l24, is currentlv in both the
Ways and Means Committee and
- the Education and Labor Committee.
D'Amours
said,
·:such
legislation would help take
colleges and universities out of
the finance business so they could
concentrate on education ...
"(JU would also help to shift
the burden of paying for higher
education from the parents to the
•lit ima te
beneficiarv
and
recipient, the student," he said.
The program woutd be ·limited
to sophomores, juniors, and

desperately needs a new station
and last Sunday it held an open
house at the station, attended by
some forty townspeople, to show
the overcrowded
conditions
there.
"We wanted to show residents
what our needs are in terms of
space for apparatus, training
facilities, office space, and func- .
tional n~eds," said Fire Lt. Don
Bliss.
"What is expected of us," said
Fire Lt. James Breslin, "is

Caucus ,rescinds
Aegis restriction
on the basis of the quality of their
work, and not on whether they're
an undergraduate or not.," said
Knight.
Knight said that while undergraduates make up most of
the writers for ''Aegis'', graduate
students need an outlet for their
work, and that without graduate
writers the quality of ''Aegis"
would be hurt.
'
Doug Cox, Student Body
President, who voted in favor of
the motion, said, "Elizabeth was
very informed, and the way I
looked at it, if it means that much
to them, they know what's good
for their magazine, and we have
to place some faith in their
judgment."
In reaction to the vote, Knight
said the most influential
statement she gave to the Caucus
was "probably bringing up the
concept that the writers and

By Doug Black
The Student Caucus rescinded
a motion Sunday that would have
prohibited all but undergraduate
UNH students from publishing in
"Aegis," the UNH literary
magazine.
The vote reversed a motion
passed last month which was introduced by Senator Mike St.
Laurent.
St. Laurent wanted to exclude
graduate
students
from
publication because only undergraduates pay the Student Activity Tax, oy which "Aegis" is
run .
·
Elizabeth Knight, editor of
"Aegis", spoke at the Caucus
meeting in support of the motion
to reverse St. Laurent's proposal.
Fielding a wide range of
questions, Knight said she has not
received complaints from undergraduat writers of "Aegis"
about the publication of
graduates in the magazine.
"Writers want to be considered

STUDENT CAUCUS, page 18

Onore, Glasser
reach. agreement
By Gary Langer
Assistant Director of Student
Activities Jeff Onore has agreed
to work with student Vice
President for Commuter Affairs
Jim Glasser on a commuter center proposal, Onore said yesterday.
Onore said· last week he would
not work with or meet Glasser,
calling Classer's Feb. 13 MUB
speech on charges recently
raised against the MUB Food and
Beverage Service "irresponsible."
.Both Glasser and Student Body
President Doug Cox had said the
breach would jeopardize the
commuter center, but Glasser
said yesterday the dispute "has
been resolved."
Glasser said Onore agreed to
meet with him for the first time
Friday. The pair held another
meeting yesterday, Glasser said,
during which they agreed to
maintain a working relationship.
"Alter Friday's meeting and
even prior to that it was obvious
to both of us that we had mutual
goals," Onore said yesterday.
.. After loug d1.scus~ipn . jt a_p- .
pear d it wt)uld be valid for us to
meet on occasion."

Under the agreement, Glasser
said, Onore will meet weekly with
Don Langdon, a former comm11ter vice president who Glasser
appointed head of the Commuter
Committee in January.
"As I understand it," Glasser
said, "it will be my option to attend the weekly meetings."
At th<·ir meeting, Glasser said,
·''he explained to me why he was
so mad at me and I explained to
him why I did what I did. We just
found out where we both stood.''
Onore has sharph· criticized
Glasser for his comments at the
''Town Crier'· in the MUB
cafeteria Feb. 13, saying last
week he had "decided it would be
a mistake to med with a student
who has acted in the worst interest
of his constituents."
In his speech, Glasser
discussed charges of encouraging
purveyor bribes , harassing
student employees and misuse of
funds that were le-veled against
MUB Food and Be,·erage Service
administrators by former Pub
Mana6er and Catering Coordinator Rich Kane.
The lighted steeple of the North Church in Portsmouth's
Vice Pr<·si<lent for Student Af- ~ M<jlrket Square glows against the night sky. <Bob Bauer phot·r>)
) .
'I I
ONORE-GLASSER, page 6
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Resume help

.?(0

WOMEN MAJORING , \
IN BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS ...

u

~ncl

,

cinc~-.t

~

books on the subject.
Perhaps the best resource on
campus is the Career Planning
and Placement Center, which has
a resume workshop scheduled for
March 7. The workshop will not
only go into the technicalities of
writing a resume, but will deal
with where to send them and how
many to send.
The center also otters an indi vi dua I resume critiquing
session every Friday from 1 to 3
p.m. uunng peak season tne center meets about 15 students each
Friday.
Once your resume is complete,
at least a few cop·ies are needed
to send to prospective employers.
The closest and cheapest place
If more in-depth information is around for copying is the UNH
needed, the reference desk at The ·c opy center. Located in the
Dimond Library has quite a few basement of Thompson Hall, the

By Judi Paradis
A ~ood resume is of "utmost"
importance to graduating students, according to George
Abraham, academic counselor
for liberal arts.
"If you're a senior and you've
never written a resume,"
Abraham said, "you're far
behind in your duties."
But for students who have no
resume-writing experience, there
is help on campus.
Page 48 of the Caboodle is a
good place to start. The student
handbook shows a sample
resume, including what type of
information should be included
and how it should be s~t up.

er

Freshman standing.
( )ffering you
a chance to get
exposed to the
business world
while st ill attending
college.
Join us in
I I all, l~m 40 l
(Faculty l,ounge) on

VOLUNTEER SUMMER PROGRAM
June 23 - Aug. 11, 1979

~kConnell

The program combines the experience of Christian
community · living with volunteer service to the
poor. It challenges young men to examine their
Christian call in the context of a lived experience.
It is open to single Catholic men, 18-30 years of
age. Board, room and spending money are
provided. Write or call Jim Robichaud, OMI, 100
Cushing St., Cambridge, MA. 02138

Tuesday, ·March ()th, (i:ao
I~efreshment s

at hand

·~

Join Piii CIII THETA
L~ II 's first and only
Professional Fraternity
open to all women
nu~joring in Business &
Economics that ha Ye at
lcu~;t

•

lS

wi11 he sen·ed.

For more info contact
Anne Boring 8H8-970n
or Tina Sant inclli
8H8-28l:i

center charges seven cents per
page for duplicating.
Even cheaper than T-Hall is
Minuteman copy center on State
Street in Portsmouth. They're
having a sale this month and will
duplicat resumes for a nickel until April first.
Campus Copy of Durham, on
Main Street, offers more
specialized services. Terry
McGarghan of Campus Copy said
the business otters typing - services and a choice of paper. "You
can get plain paper or really nice
stock. We also offer sets which
include matching envelopes and
sheets for cover letter," he said.
"The best part of the service is
we can finish in 24 to 72 hours."
McGarghan said he has copied
over 4,000 resumes, adding that
Campus Copy also offers printing
or duplicating. He said printing
looks better than duplicating.
Campus Copy charges 15 cents
a page of special stock and 30
cents for a set with matching envelope. ·
Copyright in Portsmouth also
offers a number of special services. Frank Addario of
Copyright said "We can't give
prices because there are too
many variables."
Copyright offers typing and
typesetting, various types of
paper and envelopes to match.
Jiffy Copy Center on Congress
Street in Portsmouth offers some
quality stock and color xeroxing.
Their prices range from 80 cents
for ten to 100 for $4.

(617-924-~110}.
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THURS~

MAR. 8:
-CRIES AND WHISPERS
I

Battered Women
and The Law

Directed by Ingmar Bergman.
CAST: Harriet Anderson, Ingrid
Thulin, Liv Ullman, Karan Sylwan;
and Erland Josephson. 1972-COLOR91 min.
This film explores the relationships among four women-three sisters,
one whom is dying of cancer, and their
devoutly loyal house- keepers. Their
facades are stripped away, r~vealing
their personal agonies and·unspeakable common fears.

SHOWS ARE AT 7:00 &
9:30 P.M. IN THE STRAFFORD
RM OF THE MUB
Admission S1.00
I
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March 7

7:30

Room 110 Murkland
J.

Campbell Harvey, Attorney for the
Nlanchester Office of N.H. Legal
Assistance will speak on battered
women and current legislation
which offers victims of domestic
violence civil remedies which do
not exist in the law today

Spunsurcd by Durk1111 Women h ir f lit~ hcr
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Students deVote time and skills:
'
keep ambulance corps· alive

PAGE FIVE

campus calenaar

-

"One person on the crew may
be especially good at working
with broken bones so that person
will work in the back on that type
of call."
"I happen to be gootj with
geriatrics so when we transfer_: a

Bv Beth Albert

Laila Haddad is not only completing her senior year as a
business major at UNH, but she
is also completing her second
year on the Durham Ambulance
Corps.
Working a night shift. Haddad
has been called out on runs up to
five times between 7 p.m. and 7
a.m.
So for a minimum of 12 hours a
week and sometimes up to 40
hours in that seven-day period,
Haddad volunteers her services
because "it's a crime that so
many people have skills to offer
society and don ·i want to give.' '
Haddad gives her skills.
Ambulance attendants have
formal training in Red Cross Advanced First Aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. They
must also have a driver's license.
"There is on-the-job training.
Often we get together at the fire
house before a 7 p.m. shift and go
over operating procedures and
work the three radio channels,"
Haddad said.
Haddad is one of six students on
the corps, most of whom have a
major not related to ambulance
work.
Ted Winslow, a junior geology
major, joined the corps this
semester. "I consider it an extra
curricular activity because it's
what I like to do, " he said.
Winslow took an advanced first
aid course with William Cote, a
Durham firefighter who is also a
member of the corps. "There was
a lot of interest and was a good
.\way to recruit members,"
~Winslow said.
Before Becky Doty joined the
corps last December, she rode as
a fourth on a run to the field
house. "It was a night run around
9. There was a kid up at the field
house with a badly hurt ankle,"
she said.
Doty enjoyed her first trial run
so much that she is now putting
about 48 hours a week as an observer trainee. "Going out on
runs is the only way to learn. We
have meetings twice a month
too."
"At the drill meetings someone
talks on a certain subject and
then we have a practical session.
We also have business meetings
once a month," Doty said.
There is no one person who
drives every run or works in the
back of the ambulance all the
time. "We switch off," Haddad
said, "but it is not haphazard."

-

THIS SUMMER!
0

Earn your own financial aid for
next year's expenses ...
0
Earn UNH credit toward your
degree--while you work ...
0
Gain on-the-job experience in
a potential career field ...
0
Try out new career areas ...
0
Make valuable contacts for your
future employment.

WE HA VE SUMMER JOBS FOR
THESE UNH STUDENTS:
°College of Engineering and
Physical Sciences majors ...
0
Geography, History, Philosophy
majors ...
0
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics majors .. .
°Career Option minors .. .
0
Associate in Arts candidates.

CHECK OUT THE CLASSIFIED
"HELP WANTED" ADS IN
TODAY'S NEW HAMPSHIRE
OR CONTACT:
0

#WE HA VE WAYS#
#TO MAKE YOU ~ ,

fLAUGHi
J---------------4
WATCH FOR
DETAILS -

-

EARN MONEY&·
EARN CREDITS*

~**************~t

**
#

terminally ill patient I will be in
the back,'' Haddad said_
Doty, a junior animal science
major, is interested in medical
technology. But she really joined
the corps because she "wanted to
do something that's worthwhile."

:*

Bob McCaffery, DCE, Brook House.
Associate Dean, CEPS, Kingsbury.
0
Advising Center, WSBE, McConnell.
0
Geography, History, or Philosophy
department offices.
0

*Earn UNH credits under supervision
of faculty from your major, concentration,
or degree option.

:

~****************~~~~~~~~===~~~~~-------~·

SUMMERJOBS
TUE UNII DEPARTMENT UF RECREATIONAL SPORTS IS LOOKING
FOR STl iDENTS TO FIL14 TIIE J<"'OLl,OWING POSITIONS:

(work-study desirable but not essential for all positions)
Life Guards - Minimum qualifications: advanced life saving.
WSI preferred; and experience required
Tennis Court Attendants
Mendums Pond Gatekeeper/Laborers
MOSTJOBS BEGIN MAY 21 AND RUN TIIROUGII AUGUST 26
APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR THE ENTIRE PERIOD
Applications arc being accepted until March 23, 1979
,, .., , ....... ~ _ ApP,ly in R-0om 151., field House~ 862-~031 __
... .. - ......... ,. .... -- ...
;

TUESDAY, March 6

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Mannerism and Baroque Art," by Mara Witzling, the Arts. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. _
DEPT. OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
COLLOQUIUM: "Commitment for Commitment: The
Soviet Misuse of Psychiatry," Dr. Mark G. Field, Boston
University. Horton Social Science Center, Room 439, from
12:30-2 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES--NEW YORK NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE OPEN REHEARSALS: Music Wing, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 1-4 p.m., and 7-10 p.m. Reh~arsals continue on
Wednesday, from 9 a.m.-12 noon, 1-4 p.m., and 7-10 p.m.
Rooms to be announced. Details will be posted on PCAC
bulletin boards.
.SPACE .SCIENCE .SEMINAR: ~ohd :::,tate 1<.ad1ation LJetectors," Dr. Steven Lis, Radiation Monitoring Devices, Inc.
Room 303, DeMeritt Hall, f_rom 2-3 p.m.
PANEL DISCUSSION: "Career Opportunities in Law,"
featuring leading N.H. attorneys. Murkland Hall, Room
308, at 7:30 p.m.
MUSO ART SERIES: The Hollow Reed Comedy Tra_?edians. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission
$.75 for students; $1 non-students. Presented in conjunction
with the Performing -Arts Association of New England
t
Tickets on sale at the door.
SIGMA XI PUBLIC LECTURE: "Half a Century of Communica tion--Engineering: Evolution of Technologies,
Organizations, and Personnel Attitudes," by Professor Sidney Darlington, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering. Professor Darlington was an applied mathematician at Bell Telephone Labs. from 1929-1971. Kingsbury Hall, Room M227, at 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, March 7

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Ultrasound Method for Monitoring the Degree of Sickling in Sickle Cell Disease," Dr.
Kirk Shung, Research Scientist, Institute of Applied Physiology and Medicine, University of Washington. Kingsbury,
Room 310, from 1-2 p.m.
PRESENTATION ON BATTERED WOMEN AND THE
LAW: J. Campbell Harvey, an attorney with the N.H. Legal
Assistance, will speak on battered women and the new legislation she is working on. This legislation offers victims of
domestic violence civil remedies which do not exist in the
law today. Murkland 110, at 7:30 p.m. Co-sponsored by
the Durham Women for Higher Education (DWHE) ~nd the
Women's Center.
MUB PUB: Rich Bean, disco, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, March 8

AIP SEMINAR: "Stability of Transition Metal Homoleptic
Compounds," Jeff Dimmit, Chemistry Department. Room
L-103, Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall, from 11 a.m.-12
noon.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Geological Characteristics of Maine Beach Systems," Dr. Ken Fink, Ira Darling
Center, University of Maine. James Hall, Room 303, from
4-5 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Cries and Whispers," directed by
Ingmar Bergman, and starring Harriet Anderson, Ingrid
Thulin, Liv Ullman, and Karan Sylwan. This film·explores
the relationships among four women -- three sisters, one
whom is dying of cancer, and their devoutly loyal housekeepers. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The New York New Music Ensemble.
The Ensemble will play classic works of the twentieth century and introduce new works. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
UNH ·students and senior citizens $4 in advance; general
admission $6.
MUB PUB: Shane Champagne, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, March 9

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW WITHOUT ACADEMIC
IJA.fil!d_TY.
.
The "Campus Calendar" appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit inform~tkm to the Administration Office Room 322, Memorial Union.
The New flamp5liire CUSPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office hours:
Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Academic year subscription: $9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham,
N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or o~~
. e_~rors. but will
~eprii:it. tha~ part o~ art advertisement in which a typogEJpQfc~~~or appears,
1f notified 1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address c~slo The New
Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham, N.11. 0:182.-t> W;!Mlo copies per
~ssue printed at Courier Publishing Co., R~chester, N .ll
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•
notices

GENERAL
CAFE FRANCAIS : Wednesday, March 7, Room 101, .
Murkland Hall, from 3:30-4:30 p.m. This week's topic:
"Taxes in l<,rance ... Open to any member of the campus
community.
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets, Tuesday,
March 6, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield House
at 7 p.m. The group meets weekly every Tuesday .
FACULTY CENTER : Due to unavailabilitv of staff, the
Faculty Center will be closed during spring break. We
will close at 1:30 p.m., March 9, and reopen at our usual
schedule March 19. The management of the Center
wishes everyone a nice week.
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS ( WOMI<:N I :
Discussion/meeting open to all women who have been
raped or sexually assaulted, Wednesday, March 7, in the
Counseling and Testing Center, from 6-8 p.m . Come at
that time or call 2-2090 for more information .

ACADEMIC
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS AND
I<'ELLOWSHIPS: 1980-81 Rotarv International Scholarships and Fellowships awards 'are presented to undergraduate and graduate students, and to those people
with skills in journalism, teaching the handicapped, and
technical areas. Applications are available from George
Abraham, Advising Center, Room 111, Murkland Hall,
Deadline is March 15.

RELIGION
TESTIMONY MEETING: Tuesday. March 6, Rockingham Room, Memorial Uni-0n, at 6 p.m. Visitors are welcome. Sponsored by the Christian Science Organization .

CAREER
CAREER EXPLORATION MQDULE : On-Going
-Career Group--Session 6. Wednesday, March 7, Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon-2 p.m .
CAH.l!.:l!.:H. 1:!.:XPLUH.ATION MODULE: Sen es 3, Module
B: Interest Assessment. This module will help you to
identify those interests which you enjoy and determihe
how they might reiate to your career pians . Wednesday.
!\'larch 7. Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, from

6::30-8:30 p.m.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn how to write
the best picture of yourself and how to lay it out on
paper. Wednesday, March 7. Hillsboroutih-Sullivan
Room, Memorial Union. at 6::30 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
JUDO CLUB: Every Tuesday and Thursday. Wrestling
Room, Field House, at 7-::lO p.m. Instruction available .
Come and learn the art of defense.
WATER POLO CLUB: Men's and women's team
meeting, Wednesday night, at 6::30 p.m. This meeting
is to organize spring practice . Everyone welcome . New
members encouraged t<~ attend.
HOTEL CLUB MEETING: Tuesdav . March 6.
McConnell Hall, Room :308. at 7 p.m. All Hotel students
are invited to attend . We need new ideas.
UNH HORSEMEN'S CLUB : Meeting, Wednesday,
March 7, Kendall Hall, Room 202. at 7::l0 p.m . General
business meeting concerning the spring horse show and
. other upcoming club activities . A movie on horse racing
will be shown. Refreshements will be served. I<:veryonl'
welcome.
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Come and learn the art
of juggling. Open meeting. Wednesday, March 7, Carroll
Room, Memorial Union, at 9:15 p.m.
UNH COLLEGIATE FFA: Meeting, Thursday, March 8.
Palmer House, at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the OCED Dept.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING : Tuesdavs, SenateMerrimack Room, Memoriai Union, from 8-10 p·.m . Singles
and couples welcome. Learn line dances, circle dances,
partner dances, and square dances from the world over.
Sponsored by the Durham Reelers.
JEWISH STUDENTS MEETING: Tuesday, March 6,
Merrimack Room~ Memorial Union, at 6 p.m . " What is
Purim?" Discussion on the upcoming holiday. All are
welcome.
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Tuesday, March 6,
Room 134, Memorial Union. at 7 p.m .
RAQUETBALL CLUB : Meets Thursday. Field 1 House
courts, from 7::30-9: :30 p.m . Competitive playing and instruction for all levels.
The "notices" section appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room :!22. Memorial Union.

$4.5 billion a year, but the plans
originator, Bosfon University
presjdent John Silber, estimates
that if the program proves to
have "overwhelming appeal" its
TUITION BILL
to_tal cost could be up to $10 billion
continued from page 3
per year.
trition among first year students.
The money collected from
The money would be paid to tht repayments would be reloaned,
!!:!?~itution which would reimburse
making the fund renewable as the
the student the amount allowed Direct Student Loan program is
for nontuition costs. Nontuition now . This would also decrease
costs "cover education-related federal tax money required to
expenses such as transportation, support the program and,
room, board, and materials,'' but hopefully, the program would
cannot exceed $1,000 per become self-supporting .
academic year .
The maximum amount a
The maximum cost of the student could borrow would be
program according to the bill $15,000 and this figure would be
currently in Congress would be - indexed with inflation.

Tuition bill

Onore and Glasser llleet
ONORE-GLASSER
cor111r1uea rrom page 3

fairs Richard Stevens, wpo has
been investigating the charges ~
s. ·id he will have his report to
UNH President Eµgene Mills
completed this week.
Onore, who has administrative
responsibility for the commuter
center, said he, Glasser, and
Langdon will work to d~termine
"what services are wanted, what
are needed, and the big question,
what services are possible."

Glasser said it 1s too early to
CUllHHelll Utl CUUC1 ete

Study in Italy
this summer
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus

June 15 - July 15 $995
Art History Music
Italian
Social Science
- classical Civilization
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus

Trinity College
Hartford, Conn. ·06106

THE RESULTS ARE IN!
AND WE'RE EXCITED!
WOULD YOU
LIKE TO LIVE
ONA HIKING/
CAMPING/BACKTO-.NATURE FLOOR?

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO LIVE
ON A PHYSICAL
FITNESS FLOOR?

The Committee has .received the results of the survey and your most popular
choices are: 1. Hiking/ Camping/ Back-to-Nature Floor and
2. a Physical Fitness Floor. Now comes the next step,
getting everyone together! If you want to live in .
either of these situations next year, we've got to move
fast. So come to an organizational meeting to
meet the people who share your interest. See ya there

WHEN :wED., MARCH7THAT6:30P.M.
WHERE: NORTH CONGREVE MAIN LOUNGE

IJldll:::.

fu1

the center, the funding for which
ends in June.
Glasser did say, however, that
he is "anticipating more
progress this semester than ·has
ever been seen before."
"Jeff has a lot of really
creative ideas that I'm impressed with," Glasser said.
"And we have the cooperation of
his office on this affair.''
Glasser added that Onore
'··s eems 1ike a really nice guy.''
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·Fire
•
station
F-IRE STATION
c ontinued from page 3
500 run:::; per year. Now, the
average is more than 1,300 runs
per year. According to Breslin,
the town has grown and the fire
department--'s facilities haven 't.
'"A station has to serve as a
garage and house combined, "
said Breslin. "You have to have
facilities that men can live in."
Four men, and sometimes the
deputy and chief, are on duty at
any given time. There are only
six beds upstairs at the station,
"so no one can have his own
bed,'' said Breslin. "We have to
play musical beds--the men have
to bring their own linen every
time thev sleep here."
Firemen 's boots and coats line
the walls around the truck bays.
Hoses, eqmpment and replacement parts are piled on the floor
and hang from the ceiling beams.
Upstairs, the shift officer's desk
sits in the hallway . Filing cabinets stand beside desks , every
drawer full of records, statistics
and training material.
In the training room, closets
are packed with training equipment until the doors barely close.
More equipment is stored on the
floor.
"There 's no place for it all."
Breslin said . "It looks messv, but
there just isn't any more room for
storage.''
"We don 't have a repair shop,"
said firefighter Bob Workman.
"so we work at the bench.'' The
bench is equipped with a viee and
an axe grinder.
The proposed fir.e station would
increase floor- space by 11 ,500
square feet, said Greenawalt .
"Two thirds of that would be for
aparatus," he said.
An impartial contractor considered 13 area sites for a new
station and chose B parking lot as

outside for work. The antenna on
Engine 2, a 1971 MacJ< pumper,
had to be permanently bent over
so that it would clear the ceiling,
he said.
- Five more of the department's
trucks--another ambulance, an
old engine, a tanker, a jeep apd a
pickup truck--are stored in Lee,
greatly impairing their ability to
respond quickly, Breslin said .
The engine and the tanker
represent 68 percent of the department 's total water-carrying
capacities; they are kept out of
commission for the winter
because of their distance from
the station.
"The very time they're out of
commission is when we need
these vehicles the most,'' said
Durham/UNH
Fire
Chief
Jonathon Gree1iawalt. Bliss said
that in a bigger building, these
water storage trucks could be
kept

oper~bk'

throughout

the

vear.
~ In 1967 , Breslin said, the
deoartment averaged less than

ding to Bliss. "I hke the idea of
being on campus," said Bliss.
"We want to be in the publics eye
as much as possible."
Residents will vote at next
week's town meeting on a bond
issue for design of the new
:-:talion. The fire department is
requesting "an amount not exceeding $100,000" for this stage of
the project, according to Bliss.
The money would cover hiring
an architectural firm to find the
best area on the lot B site to begin
construction, redistribute lost
parking spaces and draw up
blueprints for the new building.
A live-in student section would
be inclu.ded in the new building .
"This would be the onlv new function of the building. It would be a
source of supplemental manpower,·· explained Greenawalt.
Students living in the station
would offer their services to the
dep.'.lrlmont

in

oxchangc

Chinese Polynesian Restaurant

~~-

' MAY WE SUGGEST
ASIA SPLENDOR .. ~ .... 6.85.

Freshest lobster, shrimps, chicken and
beef specially sauteed with mushrooms,
water chestnuts and greens in tantalizing
sauce covered with crispy won ton.

WOR HEP HAR ....... 5.40

for

Jumbo shrimps pressed with bacon and
pan fried with an exotic sauce.

living accommodations. "There's
no space for that here," said
Greenawalt.

TAHITIAN TREAT ....... 6.85
Fresh lobster meat; Alaskan King Crab
meat and shrimps sauteed with a special
Polynesian sauce.

Two Brewers Pub

CHO·W QUARTOY ....... 3.00

1001 WQOdbury Ave., Portsmouth 431-500)

.

For vegetarians or vegetable lovers - a mix. ture of choice Chinese vegetables and
fresh Garden vegetables.

for fine food
and entertainment

PEKING BEEF....... 5.15

Old-time Mandarin favorite. Tender strips
of beef, pan fried with spices and chili saocP

This Wednesday Night:
Tom Chandler-Folk
Thursday Night-Feb. 8
the Janis Russell Quartet
Friday and Saturday Night
March 9 & 10
The Barbara London Quartet

SAY HOY BEEF ....... 4.85

Expertly prepared tender steer beef with
mushrooms, bamboo shoots,. water chestnuts, snow peas, and pineapple.
742-0040 or 742-9816
HOURS : Monday - 4:30 pm kl 9 pm ; Tuesday thru
Thursday - 11 :30 am to 9 pm; Friday and Saturday 11_:30 am to 1:30 am; Sunday - 1 :30 pm to 8:30 pm

r~~~~~~~,~USOPresen~
I
I

STVN
.·.

We want students interested in

...

~=

***********

PROGRAMMING

'I

With Special Guest

~~

involving~~~ LINDA WORSTER

New positions are now available
~~~ selection of videotaped entertainment and~~~
~~~ scheduling for student viewing in the. MUB and~~~
~~~ Dining Halls.
~~~

Saturday, March 24, 1979_
Granite State Room, MUB
$5.00 Students $6.50 Non-Student
8:00 P.M.

MUB PUB PROGRAMMING DIRECTOR
DINING HALL PROGRAMMING
DIRECTOR

ll

l!

Tickets Available at MUB Ticket Office
~~~: L RESERVED SEATING

Co ll STVN at 862 -'.: 165 for more into
or .. .lJrop bv ou r studio, i< m 110 MUB

~~~

~~

No pri or expe ri e nc e r1 ecessu ry

JL __~ .. _ , ..

. ju~t. inte re?!

. _
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~~c!nu!!~!tp~~ampus
from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m., and Thurs. from 10:00 ton :00 a.m., at the
Alumni Center.
Private meetings with OCR representatives will be available.
"We also want students to tell us what life is Jil{e here," said
~
Connor.
The University submits a self evaluation report concerning
Title VI, Title IX and Section 504 to OCR. ··we spot check the
University's report on various regulations," said Connor. " We've
been known to actually go to buildings and check."
The team will include admissions procedures and housing in
their examination .
According to Connor, the group is interested in the number of
· handicapped people and minorities on campus as well as the functions of various buildings and programs related to them.
I·•'ollowing their visit, OCR will conduct a data analysis, write a
report, submit it to their attorneys then send a letter of finding to
Universitv Chancellor Bruce Poulton.
The letter will contain the team's findings and recommendations for improvements.
" Our goal is to have the report done in 100 days," said Connor.

FRANKLIN
Tues.

G:ao &

THEATER
8::~o

:\lar. (i

Fragmented rocks contrast an uprooted trt>e at Adams Point in Durham. <Bob Bauer photo>

Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands
Portuguese eternal love triangle ...
\\' cd.

H::~o

& 8:40

:\I ar. 7

IJ' Scorpio's Pub

The Turning Point
Starrinf..!

. Anne Bancroft and
Thurs.

Shirle~·

H:ao & 8:4-:i

Mac Laine
:\I ar. 8

Julia
-. Vanessa Redgrave and Jane Fonda
Fri.

Pre St. Patrick's Day
Niarch 7
11 A.NI. - 1 A.NI.

:\lar. B

Green Beer & Good Titnes

Back by request!!

Woody Allen's
Play It Again Sam
Closed Mar. 10-17 Have a nice vacation!

Cotne in to Dri11k and \Vear
tl1e G·r een with us!
.

.

-

he ne-w.h am.pshir
is now accepting applications for 1979-80 positions
We ore looking for imaginative, responsible and dedicated
students for the following paid positions:

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Arts Editor
Ad Productions Manager
Productions Associate

News Editors (2)
Copy Editor

Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Circulation Manager
Advertising Associates (2)

The new staff will take over with our April 20 issue.
Deadline for applications is Thursday, March 29
Application forms a~e available at The New Hampshire
Room 151, MUB. 862-1490
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Good Food, Good Drink

WINTER
continued from page 2
sand plle ups , a department §
opens
spokesman said. Massive amounts
of sand pi led up on the
Mon-Thurs _11 :30 am-2 pm for Lunch
sidewalks and street sides. The
sand accumulation will require
pm-9pm
4:30 pm-8:30 pm for Dinner
a massive spring cleanup that
could cost thousands of dollars.
11 :30 am-2 pm for Lunch
Friday
he said.
·
4 pm-9 pm
Crombie said Durham has
.4:30 pm-9:30 pm for Dinner
already gone over its budget for
salt and sand. "We have enough
salt and sand for about three
Watch for our daily specials
more storms, but anything more §
and we 'II be in trouble."
As of Feb. 25 the PPO&M had
.used
the $5,000
budgetcloseforto $4,000
salt, ofsand
and • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - snowplows.
Both the PPO&M and Durham's
Puo11c Works Department base §
their budget for snow removal ~
Wed-Sat
Come celebrate Pre St. Patrick Day
and road maintenance on the
previous year.
§
8 pm til legal closing
in the Paradise March 7
According to -t he National
Weather Service the northeast §
(NiCk' swill be closed for
will have above normal tern ~
peratures and more rain than
17 e;Mai11,
renovations March 10-12,
usual for the month of March.
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Pothole
•
repair

Disco in the Paradise Lounge
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.
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reopening
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POTHOLES
continued from page 2
"We send out one truck and two
men to patch holes mapped by
the refuse trucks,'.' said Crombie.
"They work a normal eight hour
day, but if we receive a call that
there is a bad pothole, we will go
out in the night to patch it. "
Crombie said, "We spend about
832 man hours at $5.25 an hour
patching and $5 , an hour for the
trucks." The coal patch material
costs around 23 dollars per ton .
''This week and next week will
be the worst," said Crombie. " If
we don 't get any more snow or
rain , they should be gone within
the next three weeks."
Potholes occur when the frost
recedes, leaving a layer of water
between the gravel base and the
asphalt . Trucks and cars passing
over these weak spots then break
through.
A pothole can form within two
to three hours, if the conditions
are right , said Crombie, who added that potholes occur in areas
where the road has a poor base or
i§i not dr_~ining properly.
- une spokesman a-t public works
said the potholes came early this
year " due to the warm weather
and heavy rains ."
The worst months for potholes
are from March to mid-April, according to Crombie, who said this
year has bee_n average.
" We 're usmg a new coal patch
mixture this year which has a
larger agregate (stone), is well
mixed and bonds better," he said.

Both Durham public works and
PPO&M started patching the
roads Monday.
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Sunday

~
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at these
~
'

Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!

- ~Records
•

.Top artists!

Major labels!
.,

~ . Hundreds of records!

Classics included!

UNH BOOKSTORE

Hewitt Hall
862-2141

A UniversitY. owned non-profit facility
locatea on campus to serve you

coming Fri-Sat

John Wardwell

BLUES BAND
coming Sunday

YWILSON

·~

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!
•

Come early for best

selectio~!
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MUSO PRESENTS
The Hollow Reed
_Comic Tragedians.
-ruesday, March 6, 1979 8 p.m. ~'
Strafford Room MUB
STUDENTS S.75
NON-STUDENTS S1.50

(Tickets on sale now at MUB Ticket Office) -

/

An evening of entertainment including Comedy
Improvisation, Mime, Wordplay, Slapstick,
Vaudeville, Sketches --All'with music
throu hout.

Starring HARRIET ANDERSON,
BIBI ANDERSON./ AND
GUNNEL LINDBLOM
COMING MARCH 6

TUES. 8 P.M. _
MU.RKLAND ROOM 115
Admission $ .50

A FILM WHICH ARTICULATES THE DISSATISFACTION OF THREE WOMEN
WHOSE IDENTITIES HA VE ALWAYS BEEN
DEFINED· IN TERMS -OF MEN.
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student showed slides of the wildlife of Scotland.
According to Douglas, the
chapter was only trying to break
even on the meal. There were at
least twenty peopie in the kitchen
who wouidn·l.f:· have to pay. No one
was collectrng tickets when the
meal started.
The crew in the kitchen was
working cooperatively, withouJ

Dinner
DINNER .
continued from page 2
just didn't agree with the moose
or something. It was eerie.
Durham Snowshoe Hare and
Moose Stroganoff were only
okay, with too much emphasis on
sauce and additives . But the
baked beans with apples and a
slice of the beer bread were an
excellent prelude to the smoked
bear.
Ah, the smoked bear. In texture
and appearance it was comparable to pot roast. But it
tasted ... it was like roast beef,
and yet different. The second pan
of bear that arrived from the kitchen caused a rush on. the buffet
table. Jim and Julie and Steve

UNH

meal. Jim had bear before, but
never smoked.
John Ladd of Madbury liked
the bear the best onlv .because he
didn't like the taste· of the birdshot in the pheasant. Dessert was
strawberry chiffon pie topped
with vanilla ice cream.
Society Treasurer Bruce
Douglas · was ecstatic, "I can't
believe it's happening. As of this·
'
morning it was all messed up."
After the meal, the FM rock
station was shut off, and a grad
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SHOE

BARN

University of New Hampshire Celebrity Series

G
Ulh~

Durham, NH 03824
Telephone: (603) 862-2290.
10 a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays.

The .
New York
New Music
Ensemble

·

Thursday, March 8
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
Jn residence
The Ensemble will be in residence for one week to play
classic works of the twentieth century and to introduce
new works of young American composers.
General public $6 / UNH students $4 in advance

This Thursday at 7: 00 p.m.
In the MUB Commuter Lounge
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Featuring

_IRED'

action, excitement and
Glory of the regular
season including interviews
with all the graduating
seniors. Don't miss all
the scores and hard hitting
actionfrom this never
to be forgotten season.
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HOCKEY

agrood it wa s .tho highlight of tho

RADI AT E

any one person cracking the ·
whip. All the loose ends came
together perfectly. It was a
culinary barn raising. Everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves,
from the girl in the Neil Young
Tour t-shirt to the church deacon
types talking about mating
seasons.
It was a prime assignment for a
reporter to have.
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Kari-Van Semester Break Schedule
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Service ends with the 5 pm runs
Friday March 9th

There will be no service on the following dates
March 10, 11, 12 & 17th

I
§

The same schedule will apply on all routes
March 13th - J6th
All Routes
.7:00 & 8:00 am -- 3:40 & 4:40 pm
Regular Schedule resumes Sunday
.

March 18th

.

with the regular Sunday schedule

§
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editorial

Lip service is not enough
The Durham-UNH Fire Department made its
case for a new _fire station last SunJay and ma<l<' it
well.
It wasn't difficult for the firefighters to show
how pitif.ully overcrowded they arc in their
College Road fire station. All they had to Jo was
open the doors.
Inside, visitors to the station found trucks jammed in side by side and gear piled up in every corner. It didn't look good.
But even worse was-what the fire station didn't
have in it: the five firefighting vehicles that have
to be stored in Lee for lack of room at the Durham
station.
k

•

Those vehicles represent nearly 70 percent ot
the department's water-carrying capacity. Should
a major fire break out, Lee is not the place for
those trucks to be.

The fire department, clearly, needs more space.
Only one question remains: where to find it.
_..
University planners say parking Lot B i~ the
place. They've proposed a new, $800,000 fire
station to be constructed on part of the lot, and
the Board of Trustees have approved the idea."'
All that's left is for town voters to approve the
idea at the town meeting coming up late this month.
But, be.fore Lot B is approved, there arc
questions that m4st be answered--especially the

It's easy to say the spaces lost in the prime.·
commuter lot on campus will be rel()cated. Butactually doing the job may be a bit tougher.
Where will the new parking spaces be put? Out
by the Alumni Center? By the Field House? Those
are not adequate solutions.
There are other problems with the proposed
site, too. Questions of noise and traffic control arc
still up in the air.
Most important, of course, is the question ot

qucr:t ion of p.'.lrl<ing.

p.'.lrking. It'c .'.l qucdit>f} th.'.lt .ha o received a lot ot

The trustees approved the site on the cunditiun
that any parking spaces taken up by the station be
relocated elsewhere on campus. That was nice of
them--but it's not enough.
We ~till don't know ho\,. many spaces will be
lost. We still don't know where .they will be
relocated. And, until we do know, the station
should be forestalled.

lip service--bu t no concrete answers.
It's clear that a new fire station is needed. But it
is not clear that Lot B is the best place to put it.
Fire safety is an important issue. But so is parking.
And, until answers to the parl<ing question are
forthcoming--complete with facts and figures--the
construction of a Lot B fire station should not be
approved.

letters
Grievance
To the Editor:
If the l<'acultv sit still for President
Mill's high-har1ded dismissal of tlw
report of the Professional Standards
Committet'. it will be a de facto confirmation of a dean's prerogative to
subvert a deaprtment ·s nght to judge
the professional quallfieations of its
own members. Just beeause a dean
disagrees with a particulctr P & T
evaluation docs not give him the right
to trv to intimidate members of tlw P
& 'r°comrnittee 1n order to persuade
them to re\'erse their·dee1sion. President l\lilrs assertion that this was not
the case. but that it was simpl~ misunderstanding. is ludierous.
If the l<'acultY Caueus and the UN I!
AAL'P do not unequivocally eonckmn
this flagrant subvnsion ol the
professional rights ol the Faeulty. it
will not 0111\· clear till' \\"<1\· for further
abuses but ·it will leave the lour men
who courageously brought this matter
light twisting :::;lowly 111 the wind.
If even one member of the Faculty
can be threatened tor the Pxe1-c1se cit
his or her professional respom;ihilit~-.
are we not all threatened· 1

tJ

L.C . Balling
Professor of Physies

To the Editor
and President Eugene Mills:
Dear Gene:
I am extremelv distressed bv vour
response to th.e findings of. the
Professional Standards Committet'
with regard to Allan Spitz. Your views.

esp<.•cially as exprcssNI Ill t lw last
paragraph of· your letter of Feb . 28.
confirm the w'orsl f<>ars a facultv
111e111bercould haw with respect to th(•
wa\· this UnivPrs1t\· .is administered .
You not onlv · condone. but
congratul~te All<in Spitz for his "extraordinarv· · involvement in the
promotion <;nd tenure case. Obviously.
ewn if the depart men! c·ould not 6ive a
.. fair and professional consideration ol
the cast''. the Dean could ov(•rturn the
department when the case came to
him - precisely as has been done in the
case anyway . Thus. your justification
of the interH•nt ion is absurd.
In anv case. I I ind it astonishing thal
the coliective judgment of I~ faculty
members in the same fi<>ld as the candidate could tw disrc.•garded. I do not
believe that h\·(•lH• inckpendeut nwmben-. ol a11~· department are like.•!.' to
han• expn·s ·eel their judgme11t as part
ol a eabal directed s1mpl~ al the pc·1 so1ialities in\'Olvt•d. I f111d 1t :-;1mpl~·
twrnnd belid Iha! \OU a11d other.
·
shintld judge 11 so.
I th111k I ean reasonahl\.. l·la1rn that
my view ol this matter i~ as .. objectrn·;· as is hkel~· to exist on campus : I
han· been on this eampus only lour
\ears: I haH• l>een n·rv ltttlt• 1m·ohed
ln rampus polltirs !t'Xt:ept form~• participation on tlw \'PAA Searchi: my
promotion and tenure case \\as aeted
on quickly and la\'Orabl~·: and I ha\'e
had no contact with Spilt. or any ol the
grci\'ants outsick of that in\'ol\'ing the
VPAA Search. l\ly partie1pation and
conduct in that st'areh were prl'dicated
on a belid in and a commitment to the
institution and to appropriate institutional processes that transcend
pc.•rsonal considerations . In add1t1on. I
have since eominti to campus been
adamantly opposed to any kind of
eolh.•ctiH•-bargaining arrangenwnt as
totally inappropriate to a uni\'l·rsity.
Howe\'l·r. the handling of tlw grie\'ance
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To the Echtor
and U II Presid<•nt Eugl'll(' l\Iil Is :
!\Ir. President : Tlwrl' are SC\'l•ral
things wrong \\·ith your lettc.•r to the
lacult\· of Feb. 28.
The. faets of D<•an Spitz·s heh<l\·iour.
substantiated b~· four true and truly
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problem. and some other recent ohS('l'\"ations I have made of administrative practices here. have
caused me to substantially change my
attitude. I now think there an• consid(•rablc grounds for bclievin~ that
administrative processes arc carried
out very large!~: 011 an ad hominem
basis. and that .. collegiality .. is a hitter joke.
With referencE• to the last paragraph
or vour Feb. 28 letter. I am alra1d that
I cannot easily ··put this m<dter
behind .. me . I would also lJc d1sinelincd to spend much effort in
.. working to~ethcr tO\rnrd thr further
improvement of our grievance
process .·· I ha\·(' no reason to believe
that the one that operated 111 the
presrnt case was signil1cantl~· faulty and I umkrstood from vour earhl'r kttc.•r that Universitv cminsel concurred
\\ilh this. 1Hcl\\C.\'er. I l111d the in\OIH•nwnt ol legal counsel 1n the
pron•ss ent 1rel~ 111appropnate and
dangerous. 1 Tlw problt'111 IH•s not\\ ith
th<.' grtl'\ance procedurt>. It appear-: to
me rathn to he that the administration has no fundamental faith
1n the mstitution and ih µrocc·sses. I
rl'sent. therefore. vour exhortation to
me to µut la1th in. thos<.' proce:,ses. I
hare all along had such la1th. Your
n•cent actions 1n thi-.; cas<' han·
destro~ed rt.
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ekcted members of a committee of
the elected Facultv Caucus are onlv
incidentally related to any particula·r
tenure ca ·c. The ultimate outcome of
the case presently in quest ion in no
wav alters these facts. The actions invoived occurred months bel ore tlw
department involved even formally
considered the case. The delaying tactics employed by you in the grievance
procedure ultimately made it possible
for vou to confuse both facts and
cltronology, but they and your confusing letter change nothing.
Secondly, you twice refer to an elected faculty tenure panel. It is not elected but appointed , by a committee of
the college ol which the Dean is
naturally a member, after a prclercn tial ballot b\· the Facultv . (See ·'The
By-laws of the College o.f Liberal Arts.·· Article 10, paragraph :i. 1 It1 that
om•-round elect ion some 220 tenure
track faculty members vote prelt~
much at random for some 1:10
assoriate and full professor eand1dates from among them. Hestnc 11ons as to lilt' aeademic l1c.•ld ot the
ca11d1da!(•s which mig!1t tend to cut
dcrn 11 tlw number of candidates are
most I\ Cilncelkcl out bv llw numb(•r ol
nomuiee . . to be (•lected. It is small
wonder that the nfost sucrl'sslltl
nominc.;e ma.v gather as little as live
votes. The lacultv is m·,·er told \\ho
count: the ballc;ts. nor \\hen. 11or
\\lwre. nor hem manv vote:-. \\(•n· cast
ror anv one non1inl·e. The las!
nominating elcdion was conduc!t•d
\\·ith numbered and ident 1fiahlc
ballots. prcsumabl:v to keep it clean.
and the Dean has been known to call a
departmental chairman to communicate his list of preferred candidates. In such a process. a statement
to the effect that the candidates who
got the most votes were appomted to
the panel can only be meant to
mislead.
'
Next. two of the members of what
you call the "promotion and tenure
panel of elected faculty members ..
"ere among the signers or a letter entitled .. A Declaration of Conscience ..
circulated to tlw l<'an1ltv on November
:w last. This letter vioicntlv attacked
anyone who might publicly criticize
Dean Spitz and implied violent cond<'mnation of those members of the
faculty who had filed grievances
against him. faculty members directly
in\'olH•d in tlw tenure cast· in quest i· n.
I h<l\·e to bt•lie\'l' that it did not occur to
these two membc.•rs of the.• colle;..:t'
parwl that. as signers of the letter of
NoH•mbl'r 20. tlwv \\'l'rt' in eonflict of
i11!Nest. It shoulcl hm·e mTlllTed to
sonH.•onl'. and thev should han• lil'('ll
ach·ised to ahstaii1 from co11s1deri11~
the case. if only to a\'CJid prejudicing
its outcome . 0io hmwst court 111 thl'
land would ha\'(' acl'l'pll·d thl'm as

jurors.
Finalh, of the administrators wl10m
you cite.as supporting the Dl'an's view
of the case and criticizing-lht• department involved, Uw Dean of the
Graduate School was nominated to
that post by you. and both the Associate Dean or the College of Liberal
Arts and the Actin~ Assistant Vice
president for Academic Affairs were
appointed to their p1•sitioris by Dean
Spitz.
It is my view that campus problems
should be solved 011 campus. It is the
role of the Hoard of Trustees. however.
to ad when campus institutio11s have
been subverted and destroved. I sincerely hope that the.\· shall act to
restore them.
H.c~retrully.

Louis Hudon
Prolessor of French

To the l~ditor :
As a forn1er student of \\"arren
Brown. I fi11d Fncl<t\ ·s ston· on Pn·s .
l\lills' dl•e1s1on to e)1.C~11erate De;rn Spitz
of wrongdoing hot h a rel 1t'I and a
d(·triment. For while r<.'pot·t111~ that
l'n•s. l\11lls has seen I 1t to consider
.. olhN factors·· 1n the grie,·ance
casl·s, the st on lea n•s unanswered
questions that <.:.loud the reader·s perl'l'ption ol lhl' is:;uP Thl' implil':llion b
that Pres. Mills. in .. sidin6·· with
lkan Spitz, has exercised th<' pmH'r of
his office, rather than reasoned
.iudgl'm('nt. to resol\'t' thl' dil(•mma . I
would like. at this time. to shed some
li~ht 011 th<> nature of the Political
Science Dept. ·s u11ani111ous vote to
denv tenure, as \\·ell as Dean Spitz·
motin•s for intcrferenn.•.
In a talk with Mr. Brown late in l!J77
(end or first semester 1. I inquired
about his .tenure. He n'plied that UJ71\
\\"<IS his tenure vear, when he would be
n·quired to · submit support int-(
doeumcnts for promo! ion to t(·mir<• :
!hes<· documents would include the di:....
sl't"tation. scholarly papers. and
ll·achin6 evaluations. among other
things. Hl• mentioned at this time that
it \\.'as standard practicP for the dl'partment to solie1t letters from
\"<trious studl•nts of the candidate. and
that since I was one of his ach·isccs. I
1night be asked to \\Till' such a k·ttcr.
But no sueh request \\as l'\'Cr madl· to
me. or. I l(•arned from Mr. Brown
latl'r. an\'.{)ther student 011 his behalf.
By den~:in~ Mr. Brown his ri~ht to
han· studl'nt letters as part of his supporting documents. thl' lll<'!lll>l'rs act(•<l prejudicially. I b(•lit•\·c· that Dean
Spitz· interference was <1 rl'sult of till'
111cmliers· Pllort to chc.·; tl :\Ir. Brown
out ol a fair tn·a!11H•n1 ol h1:-. cand1-

about letters
Thl' New Hampshire accep~ all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor edit.i.ng. f<'inal decisron
on letters are the editor's .
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire. Room 151. Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham. N.H. 03824.
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Jimmy's got to go
In The New York Times last week, a woman
of-state, if not the entire populace. Our tew
was reported to have said, 'Tm going to buy my
remaining allies are menaced by the world turmoil
husband some thermonuclear underwear to keep
we have helped to create.
him warm. "
A prediction: Come 1980, President Jed is going
The Times didn't explain whether the woman
to be back in Plains with Granny Lillian, playing ·
was merely uninformed , or if the widespread fear
harmonica duets with sister Gloria in the dusty
genera_!ed -by the_, current global situation had
Ceorgia nights.
1-evcclled itself in a Freudian slip. But the energy
A lot o~ people had high hopes for Carter. Now
issue and global war are mentioned in conjunction
we can only hope not to be- subjected to another
all too frequently these days.
four years of him, or else the world may he
Iran is in turmoil a'nd oil supplies are in jeoparplunged into darkness and despair, at the bidding
dy unless the we-- tern nations are willing to accept
of the Ayatollah and Yasser Arafat.
·
a Palestinian state. The U.S. has played the fool in
every international crisis of the past year, from the
When Carter was campaigning the last ·time,
China situation to the Middle East negotiations.
there were a number of ugly jokes making the
And the dollar is shrinking, shrinking,
rounds about 'sou'thern crackers.' The Yankee
shrinking ...
establishment was worried whether Jed, er, Jimmy
A gen~rous amount of the responsibility for this
was qualified to run-a superpower.
sad state of affairs must rest with Jimmy ClamWell, they can stop worrying. He is not.
pett, er, Carter. Witness the way he acted in
It's the little things that are most telling. He sent
Mexico; bringing up Montezuma's Revenge in a
Rosalynn as his ambassador to South America,
conversation with President Portillo was a realmanaging to offend every head of state south of
masterstroke. Carter made sure we supported the
Arizona with a single stroke.
Shah of Iran to the bitter end, too.
Most of our energy supplies must now come There is the question of his brother Billy, who
from nations where Carter has offended the chiefseems to be making a bid for ayatollah of Georgia

with his sponsorship of the Libyan delegation -and
his anti-semitic remarks.
There is the fact that Jimmy thought the
president of Mexico, a nation , with important
fossil fuel supplies, would find diarrhea jokes funny.
The voters of Nevy Hampshire have got to get it
together in 1980, and show the nation how Jimmy
should be treated. We've got to be cold, cold,
cold, which is not difficult with heating oil prices
what they are.
The candidate we once thought intelligent, concerned, and sincere, has turned out to be an embarrassment, Camp David or no Camp David. His
rhetoric is brilliant at times - but apparently empty. He's got to go.
It's not the Ted Kennedy is as great as his older
brothers;- he is not. It's not that a relationship with
Linda Ronstadt is a good reason to elect the terminally hip Jerry Brown. It's not that we need a
Ford rerun, or a Conservation Caucus endorsee
like Reagan.
But we sure as hell don't need another four
years of The Beverly Hillbillies Go To Washington.' If Carter is reelected, we' re all going to need
some of that thermonuclear underwear.

but at least it was as close to the ··real
thing" as a student would get before
graduating. It was certainly better
than boiling eggs in Barton Hall. For
many students the MUB experience
was better than that which satisfied
their "practicum" requirement. It
beat serving lunch in a fraternity or as
a busboy at Friendly Ice Cream.
For hotel seniors the MUB Grub
assignments under Prof. Orkin were
especially competitive ones, as well as
providing good experience for the
hotel department's "gourmet dinners." As a hotel major I felt, as many
of my classmates did, that we had a
definite advantage over other ''hotel
schools" when recruiters came
around. It is a well known fact that
most companies which recruit hotel
students lean heavilv in the area of
Food Service Management. I can only
wonder how this will affect the reputation of the hotel program \\'hen
prospective employers learn that the
hotel students do not have anything .to
do with the MUB food service.
Ronald G. Sutherland '77

Thanks

New Hampshire and the community
at large to call or stop down at the
basement of Schofield House and learn
more about our organization. We hope
to see you.
Cool-Aid Staff

Shoddy
To the Editor:
As two students who very much enioved the UNH theatre oroduction
"Major Barbara," we were disappoin{ed with the rather shoddy treatment it
received in the Friday. March 2, issue
of The New Hampshirf'.
,
We were even more surpris_ed to find
il reported <-0n page one) that the play
opened at the "Franklin Theater" -- A
rather well-known Durham movie
house-- since we were under the impression that we viewed "Major Barbara .. at UN H 's Johnson Theatre.
Perhaps critic Marilyn Davis instead had the extreme misfortune of
viewing the f<~ranklin's offering for
I that night: "Invasion of the Body Snatchers.··
Mark Pridham
Carol Sadofsky

To the Editor :

SEN. Al ROCK INTRODUCES A Bill TO REQUIRE DISPLAYING THE TEN COMM~NDMENT!> IN All N.lt Cl~SS~~M~. NEvcs 1m'f'\
dacy. De;1n Spitz, acting in defense of Throughout the ordeal of his
Mr. Brown ·s rights, has b<•en ae<.:used promotion and tenure reviev.· thL:re has
of abuse of po\\'ers . But that verv been controversy promoted by politigroup who allege this abuse are then1- cal and personal moti\.ation. I have no
sel · es guilty of the same charge. <And way of knowing just what the arguhere I must sav that I don't think all ments against Mr. Brov.:n are because
twelve members were part of the ef- the accusati.ons have all been centered
f(irt to sack Brown: rather. I believ<· it around Dean Spitz. Not once during
- to be the work of a handful who acted the case has Mr. Brown's reputation
as a teacher been mentioned. When I
as rabble rousers and herders.>
Warren Brown stands on his own became aware of Mr. Brown's imreputation: ht• m.•eds no help to "get .. pending tenure review I asked to be
tenure. Those who know him can atl<•st used as a reference. I was told that the
to this. As I knO\\ him, Warren Brown department would contact me but
never heard from them. I now know
possesses !host' qualities that
distinguish him as a scholur. teacher, that they didn't contact any of . his
and human bein~. I knm\· Warren as a s!udents: I find it confounding that a
friend and teacher, and I cons1dt•r him decision about a facultv member's
to be one ol the verv finest men I ha\'e tenure was reached without considerae\'er known.
·
tion of his teaching abilities. Certainly
What v.:as the nature of the mem- student opinion is some indication of
bl'rs' discontent with Mr. Brown that - an instructor's abilities. Warren
Brown was one of the most important
the'\ \\'ould deny him his ri~hts'.' What
is to be gained by sueh collusion" In · people in my ·:ollege can.•er. He didn't'
acting as the~· did. the melllbers just teach Political Science, he opened
jeopardized tlw tenure process: but my mind to new forms of thought and
more serioush' thev threatened a addl·d to my perception of life as a
111an·s lift• and work. Thl' members whole. He was alwavs available when
practiced tlw utmost in game strateg,v I wantl•d to talk ou't theories or just
liy rnting as the.\ did. But what is at net'ded reassurance. Wh.at Warren
stake is nothing like the outcome or a Brown gave me as a student was im·algarm• of chess: for strategy. while uahle. UNH \Vould losl' an irreplacerequiring careful thoug'ht and precise able asset if it were to lm;t· Warrl•n
lll0\'l'lll('n1, does not f<.'(jllil'(: (I S('llSl' Of Brmrn.
Linda Belknap Schier
ri~ht and wrong . It is this sens<' or
moral obl!gation. that conslitut<·s hop<'
for tht• future of the uniVl'rsitv. And it
is with this sensl' that th<' trutli must be
und<•rstood.
H.1chard G. Harch·
:\ortlmoocl -

MUB

To tlw Editor:
To the Editor:
Se\"(•ral chan~es havl' taken place
As a graduate o! th<' Polit teal Sci<·n - rec<•nt h· at the l\IUB and as an -alumd<·p~trtment I ha\'e tollo\\l'd tlw ease ol nus ot · UNH the\' arl' certainh· dis·
\\.atT('ll Bro rn \\·ith ~n·<tt interPst. · lwartPnin~ to see .·

Paul Barlow
To thos~ of us who knew you, we
want to thank you for the many things
that you .1ave taught us, expecially
-about love. It is not eas_y in this world
to find someone who loved as vou
loved. You lo\'ed nature, you lo~ed
people. You loved without expecting
love in return. Thank vou Paul for the
love you have given us~
Dede Hart
Joan Gross
and Friends

Rich Kane and George "Buddv"
Davis have resigned and it won't take
long at all before these two are missed.
As a former student member of the
MUB Pub Board of Directors and Entertainment Committe'e Chairman, I
can say that Rich Kane personified the
image of a university staff person who
·cared through his willingness to help
make the.most of a learning experience
at the MUB while tempering expe_ctations with his realistic appraisals . He
made things happen. H1ch made it
possible to present good entertainment
in the Pub. For example, The "Cars"
played in the Mub Pub when I was ah
undergraduate. And in the erid this is
what probably did him in, he was too
good. Kane made his operation a
To the Editor:
profitable enterprise. He had integrity
We at Cool-Aid feel that it is necesand could also be successful. ·
sary to clarify a few misconceptions
Campus politics have always
that were implied and stated in the last
plagued him and it was inevitable thilt
Tuesday's (2/27l editorial. Namely,
Hich Kane was forced out, via
when one speaks .of human beings,
picayune
memorandums.
Why
their lives and their problems, one
someone who was less qualified, was
cannot speak in quantitative terms but
given the position as Kane's superior
rather in qualitative terms. More
is known only to the person who made
specifically, to quote The New
such a ill-advised appointment.
Hampshire: "The group <Cool-AidJ
George Danis was not a well known
re:--ponded to 190 calls last semester, or
staff member to most students but if
less than two calls a day. That's not
you knew anything about the MUB
much ... It is important to realize that
food service, you knew that Buddy was · this number of phone calls - anyone of
invaluable. A Culinary Instil ute
which can last for an entire shift - is a
graduate he was the M~h's chef in
normal amount for a Hot-Line center
r~sidence, who was- always willing to
serving an area of this sort and size.
help someone out whether it be at the
Regardless of this, we would be very
grill at lunch or at a "gourmet dinner"
reluctant to say exactly how many
for a hotel class. Buddv was ·the one
calls would justify our services
Wh:) saw throu~h the confusion and ran
because we feel that one life helped or
things on a day to day basis.
saved is easily worth our efforts.
The rec:ent announcement that hotel
It is not "tlebatable," as The New
majors will not work in the MUB food ' Hampshire has stated, whether or
service is also unfortunate becau.:::_e it
not we merit the funds. What is
is the hotel students who ~ill be the
debatable is whether or not The New
\\·orse off. \.Vorking the food service at
Hampshire understands the concept
tlw l\lub was a valuable learning exof Co<il-Aid and the services we
perience . It ma,v not have beenperlect
pr:o.vide We invite members of The

Cool-Aid

Coniplaint
To the Editor:
This is a public complaint of the
biasness of one Bob Gamere. As soon
as I heard "the man .with all the
dollars ... and no sense" refer tu UNH
as the "other team" I began to pick out
one bias remark after another.
The killer came when UNH goalie
Gregg Moffet made a fantastic stop
with his glove. This spurred some
praise for the goalie by co-sports
commentator John Carlson, He commented an the high number of saves
totalled by Moffett due to his
i;iumerous starts, to whkh Gamere responded, "Yea, and Moffet has playe.d
a lot of games, also!"
We tNew England College hockey
fans I will probably be forced to suffer
to hear his broadcast for a long time,
since he's so bad, he'll never go
national. Unlike Dick Stockton, a fine
sports commentator.
Brett Walker

Apol~gy
To the Editor:
I would like to apologize to the Umversity of New Hampshire for my actions on Dec. 13, 1978 and especially to
Timothy Grant for assaulting him in
front of the Paul Arts Building on
College Road. At the time I was under
great pressure and anxiety, and' I
would like to apologize for my actions .
•'

Richard Tatarinowicz
3 Goodhue Rd.
• Derry N.l-{.
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entertainm.ent
All in the Family

Lear puts on
too · much Glitter

I

By Joel Brown
All In The Family ended its

tion' woul<!__ have taken place
in Archie Bunker's living room,
eighth season last night with a and ·Norman Lear would have
ninety minute retrospective of its stayed baekstage, where he
performs best. The Bunkers and
best and brightest scenes.
Series' Creator Norman Lear the Stivics should have pone all
provided earnest commentary, the talking, because it was their
and a studio audience, chosen by authentically American voices,
The Concord String Quartet in concett.
lot from thousands of postcards, so close to,,o ur own, that made the
chipped in with equally earnest show a hit in the first place.
All In The Family was a
applause. The show was worth .
mirror held up to the America of
watching anyway.
Lear looked ridiculous in his the '70s, dissecting out foibles and
The program opened with the parent chord resolutions to the tux, standing in front of a glitter inconsistencies, and providing
The Concord String Quartet
quartet in A Major, Opus 18 no. 5. ··wrong" key and the thinly curtain on a stage set . that sometimes
continued its cycle of the
dangerous,
complete Beethoven/ string The typically classical form quar- scored third movement. The mtis1- seemed to have been pirated from sometimes hilarious reminders
iei was mspired by Mozart's
quartets on Saturday night at
cians even moved their heads Donnie & Marie. All In The of the true nature of the world we
quartet in the same key.
together when accenting a note.
the Durham Community
Family has always derided Jive in.
Church.
·· · An appreciative audience in the
Beethoven's F' ~ajor quartet pomp and hypocrisy, and so the
As Lear pointed out, Family
half-filled church listened to displayed his black humor . staging was entirely inappro- also told us about families - they
By Beth Albert
music that enlivened the stark Beethoven had just suffered the priate.
sometimes scream and yell, but
s11icirlP of his r'IPnhP.w beforP
The string quartet consisting of white building.
_
that does not diminish their love
Lear's commentarv was only
The blend was broken by some composing the quartet: the last slightly better than his ap- 1or one another. Lear defended
two violins, viola and cello is
called the optimal medium
uneven bowing and occassional piece he - composed during his pearance. Almost ten of the
Family's much.discussed "high
because c.hamber music in- out of tune notes bv Sokol.
lifetime.
decibel level" as an indication of
show's ninety minutes were spent
struments of similar timbre
Violist John :kochanowski 's
Again, the blending of style celebrating the fact that All In
how fully .these people, the
blend easily.
_ .
volume of sound seemed inferior conveyed the mood of the piece. The
Bunkers and the Stivics, lived
Family
pioneered
The Concord String Quartet to cellist Norman Fischer's due to The grave scowls on the bathroom humor on prime time
life_
proved that point last Saturday the nature of their instruments. musicians' faces expressed the television. Clips from the show
The best things from the show night in a performance of three The cello often overshadowed the seriousness of the-quartet.
Edith's menopause, the night
were used to illustrate the point.
Beethoven string quartets at the viola and was most noticable fri
The passing of the melody line' Every toilet flush, and Lear's - Mike and Archie were locked in
Durham Community Church.
the slow movement of the A from Kochanowski to second every mention of that facility of
the bar - were all seen in part.
The Dartmouth College based Major quartet.
violinist 1Andrew Jennings was mythic 704 Hauser Street, was
There was much to laugh and cry
group performed two early quarThe juxtaposition of the G treated with the utmost care lest wildly applauded by the crowd.
about in this series, as the home
tets and one late quartet by Major Quartet, Opus 18, No. 2 and / the continuity of the piece be
viewer was reminded with heavyLear's 87 1 '.!-minute monologue
Beethoven. It was the fourth of the Quartet in F' . Major, Opus 1:35, broken.
handed shots of women in the
was sometimes sentimental,
six performances by the Concord played up the light and dark side
The tight fusion of the Concord maudlin, accurate, hypocritical,
studio audience weeping.
String Quartets's instr,uments funny, and self-aggrandizing.
of the complete Beethoven cycle.
of Beethoven.
It is unfortunate that Lear opHeeth.o ven's youthful wit was produced a beautiful sound, The series' cast was brought out
F'irst violinist Mark Sokol conted for a glitter curtain for this
ducted the group with body masterfully conveyed by the which over-shadowed the oc- only for those last 2 1 '.! minutes
retrospective, instead of that
movement and eye contact to ob- quartet in G. Major. By syn- cassional out-of-tune notes and and never got to say a word
wonderfully drab living room
tain the perfect blend of their in- chronizing their rhythms and uneven balance between the cello because of the ovations.
where 40 million people spent
struments .
_ dynamics the quartet made ap- and viola.
Don~ properly, 'the ·celebratheir Sunday nights.

Quartet Fuses Sound

•SAMPLER*·-----------::----------,-------,
Tuesday, March 6
A "Brown Bag Special'" with Marion ]anzes from
the history departme11t. Her lecture is "Village
Green and City Square: Their artistic and social
importance." Free and ope11 to tl1e public; 12: 10 to
12:10 pm in the Vauglz11 Room of tlze Portsmout/1
Public Library.

Th~rsday,

Tlzl' Stone Clzurclz lzas Lunclz at the Dump
String Ba11d, tlze favorite bluegmss ba11d 011 rnmpz~s . In a r~view last year, Brian Fraley st1id they
·will "wear a lzole in your sneaker." The funr (for
those of you wlzo /zm_ien"t been introduced): Matt,
Stan, Peter and Clzris. Tlzc Church says this is a
farewell to the four.

Tlze last niglzt of "Lw1cl1 at tlze Dw11p."
The New York New Music Ensemble, in residmce for
the week performs tonight at tlze Jolmson Theater,
8 p111. Classics from the twentieth century mid the
works of young composers. The program i.l'ill include works by Paul Alan Levi and ]ocm Tower.
Tlze Ensemble was founded by $ix young Juilliard
tra111ed musicians in 1975, and is associated witlz
tlze Music Department of Princeton University.
They )zm.1e perfor111ed wit/1 the lntemationtd
World Music Days, Festhial 011 Contemporary
Music and Whitney Musezmz's Counterweight
- Festival. lnstrw11e11ts include flute, clarinet,
1.1io/in, cello and piano.
Tlzeatre by the Sea opens with a new play Th~
Sea Horse, one of the ten best plays of the 1974
season. Edward Moore's award-winning. play
takes place at a saloon called tl1e Sea Horse. A
bm.ody lm 1e story between Gertrude Blu111, tlze 200
pound proprictcss and lier sailor back from the sea
to 111arry lzis si. 1cltc ioPe. Gertrude's new weiglzt
doesnj tum lzis lm1e aside and lzis stea111boat attc111pts to slllltter her defenses prove steamy. The
Sea Horse plays for six weeks; cl1ed: out TBS'
discount ~id,:ct offer. Call 431-M6p.
Tlzc Fr11111'. /in lzns Julia with Ja11c FondH a11d
Vanessa Rcdgnwc. 6:30 and 8:35 pm.

MUSO prese11ts "Tlze Hollow Rel'd," mime a11d
improvisations by a duet; tragicomedim1s. Strafford Room of tlze MUB, 8 pnz. $. 75 for students
mzd $1.00 for non-students.
Tlze Frankli11 has Dona Flor 'and Her Two
Husbands, 6:30 and 8:30 pm.
Celclnity Series lws Ne11.1 York NcH' Music E11scmble in. .-kJpcn relzearsals: Music Wing of Paul
Creative Arts Center, 1-4 pm. and 7-10 p111.
Rooms to be t111now1ced 011 bulletin hoard in
PCAC.

Wednesday, March 7
TheFn111kli11 features tlze well-loved film, The
Turning Point toit/1 strong perfomumces l1y the
ex-ballerina (Slzirley MacLaine) fumed lzouseu 1ife
and · tlze Prima (A1111 Bancroft). A well-done lzairpulling scene by the two vying for each other's
place. Tlze classic conflict between raising a fa111i(v
and devoting oneself to a career. Tlze--dmzcing hy
Miklzail Baryslznikov is stupendous; wl1ile Leslie
Brown is a lyrical dancer lier acting lea-i. 1es
sometlzi11g to be desired (sacclwrine, m1yone?J
Watclz it for the dance. 6:30 a11d 8:40 pm. One
night only.
't '

.,
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•'Turning Pofnt" is coming to the
Franklin Wednesda}" night.Baryshnikov's bravura pe1·formance is Uw
film's highlight.

Orii.'Ct.uay Wil.sn11 at tl1e Press 1\00111 i11 Ports1//outh.
Cc/cl1rity Series has New York Nei.l' Music Ensc111lile in open rchcarslll.~: Music Wi11g of Paul
Creatii. 1e Arts Center. 1-.J p111. tmd 7-10 p111.
Roollls to he 1rn1101111ccd 011 ln11/cti11 h1nrd in
PCAC.
.
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March 8

Bcrg111an's . grrnt fi/111 Cries and Whispers is
MUSO's "Grande "Jl!11sil1ns" fil111. Starring Li1. 1
Ull1111m and Harriet Anderso11. Tlze Strafford
Roo111 of the MUB, 7 and 9:30 µ111. Adlllissio11
SJ .00 or MUSO fi/111 pass.
t'
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UNH Ja~z Festival

All that Jazz Strikes the University Band

The UNH Jazz Band delivered jazz in more than just a lovin, spoonful during the concert on
Sunday night, the highlight of the sixth annual jazz festival.
The UNH Jazz Band. directed
by Greg Balfany , and tne
Seacoast Big Band with Ed Soph
and Bobby Shew were in concert
Sunday night at Johnson Theater
of the Paul Creative Arts Center,
the final event of the jazz festival.

By Dana Jennings
Don't let the sports jackets,
pastel shirts, and squeaky-clean
AU-American faces fool you, the
UNlI Jazz Band is cool.
Sunday night, the band capped
off UNH's sixth annual jazz festival with a tight set of music that
was like a.n ear massage with
cold silk.
Directed by Greg Balfany,-the
band, with the help of guest arists Bobby Shew and Ed Soph,
never let the near-capacity crowd
catch its breath.
The playing of trumpeter Shew
was the high point of the concert.
Before Shew went on stage.
Balfany told the audience,
"We're bringing out a man who's
going to part your hair. ''
Shew delivered.
Backed well by the UNH band,
Shew - legs bending, cheeks puffed,
each twist and turn accentuaung
notes - wailed and blasted
through
a
Mike
Miller
arrangement of Stevie Wonder's
"Living for the City."

Only Wonder was missing.
After the number, Shew, who
p.as worked with Tommy Dorsey
and Woody Herman could only
manage_ an
out-of-breath,
"Thankyou," to the crowd's applause.
''Evergreen'' from· the movie
"A Star is Born," was another
song Shew infused with life.
Shew, who worked on the movie's
soundtrack, sent the song scoring
above its original Str~isand
schmal tziness.
His arrangement gave the song
depth and substance versus its
pop con(ection.
Drummer Ed Soph, who has
toured with the Glenn Miller Orchestra and Woody Herman,
while not as flamboyant as Shew,
also did a good job.
Soph and the band played a
haunting version of "Dearly
Beloved''.
The piece moved slowly,
almost elegaicly. It was soulful,
sad, creating images of last goodbyes. It evoked a scene of the last
couple at a Gatsby party, dancing
to imaginary music at 3 am .
Soph's drumming was slow,
·sweeping, gentle.
Suddenly, the piece segued into
a high-energy, party-time composition. It was brash stuff, with
hints of calypso and copa music -Havana on a Saturday rii~t in the
40s.

.

And then, just as quickly,
Havana faded, the music slowed
and it was over.
Soph also brought life to what is
usually the most boring part of
any concert, the drum solo.
In a piece written for him by
Chris Wood, Soph came up with a
lively, intriguing· drum solo,
creating varied and interesting
sounds. The only problem with -it,
as with most drum solos, is that it
was too long.
Although Soph and Shew were
the showcases of the concert,
they were backed admirably by
the tight, accomplished playing
of the UNH Jazz Band.
The Seacoast Big Band, consisting of Seacoast area residents
di cfa good job in the "opening set,
loosening up the crowd for the
second.

~

Bobby Shew, Sunflay_night,s jazz man. <Bob Baue~ photo)

·

Bobby Shew instructs a student during the ,improvisation clinic held on Saturday. <Lydia
st.a.ab pbgto.>- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

and the brass from the UNH Jazz Band. <Bob
- - -- -- - - - - - · - - - · - - · ..

· Bauer-photos~
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Kidstuff at Theatre by the Sea

Go Jump in the Lake

By Marilyn Davis
The close quarters of Portsmouth's Theatre by the Sea
were filled Saturday with a dif, ferent kind of audience than
usually attends TBS . Adults were
the minority; kids ruled during
Phillips
Exeter
Academy's
delightful production of "Go
JulJlp in the Lake."

The story, written by Elaine
Berman and directed by Martha
Thomas, concerns the problems
of :F'erdinand, the boy with the
funny name, Bartholomew, the
perfume-squirting skunk, and
Jennifer, a dragon who couldn't
beat a Bic Butane in a firebreathing contest. The problems
of misfits and peer pressure are
acted out by this energetic troup
of young people, and the ensuing ·
moral lesson is full of fun and
· never preachy.
The eight actors appear to be
enjoying themselves as much as
tnelr juvenile au<11ence. Dresse<1
in baggy black pants and brightly
colored jerseys., they open the
show with a song ("Come and
Play"), and a romping game of
Red Rover. Their approach is
none too subtle--"This is fighting,
this is talking things over" --but
subtlety would be lost on their
young audience anyway. As it is,
much of the troup's appeal stems ·
from their bright, direct approach.
David Loud is the pugnacious
Ferdinand, a boy who can only hit
out when teased about his name.
On his travels he meets Bartholomew the skunk, played with
humor by William Tuthill, anG
Ma~gy ~opper as the ~asttalkmg; fireless dragon Jennifer. .
Like the play, the acting lacks
subtlety; the actors are young
and need polish.
But in a
children's play like this one their
exuberance makes up for the
roughness that more experience
will correct.
The acting is largely improvisational. The players are
trees, chairs, even a steaming
kettle .
Four large colored

wooden
boxes
hold
their
necessary
costume
changes
(sheets for the knights, bridal
veils for their ladies) and double
as blocks for building fortresses
and pedestals.
Ferdinand, Jennifer, and Bart
are the beknighted heroes of the
play as they search for someone
to help them with their problems.
Complications arise when they
meet Peter Josephson and
Melvin Coffee as George and
Harold, two· not-so-mighty knights
searching for a dragon to kill.
There are a few moments of
suspense when it seems Jennifer
might become soup for the
knight's dinner, but even the
young audience knows there are
no real bad guys in the story.
Sure enough, the ending is happy
and delightfully paradoxical.
Bart the skunk discovers he can
breathe fire, Jennifer learns to
emit an atrocious skunk smell,
and delightfully paradoxical.
talk to people instead of hitting
them. The dragon hunters marry
their brides, and everyone Jives
happily ever after.
The play's biggest problem
comes after it ends when the actors shed their characters too
quickly with no transition. It is
not egsy for a five year old to accept the fact that the dragon is
now a girl playing a guitar.
The show finishes with a
singalong. Rousing renditions of
"Puff, the Magic Dragon", "If
you're happy," and "Old Lady
Leary" are sung by everyone.
A lot ·of smiling children ldt
Theatre by the Sea Saturday, a
real credit to th,e high-energy
production by Phillips Exeter
Academy.

A MESSAGE FROM STVN
Video is perhaps the most powerful
medium known for communicating
ideas, information and entertainment. For a stimulating and
rewarding experience, participate
in our programming series-and productions. Membership meetings are
· every Thursday night at 7: 00 iri the
MUB, room 110. Our office doors are
_usually open seven days a week.
yourself a favor; get involved.

~J

WUNH PH.UGH.AM GUlUE

91.3 FREEWA VES
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222

. L.P. COMPLETE EVERY NIGHT AT 11 :00.

TUESDAY:
George Harrison. "George Harrison" ,
WEDNESDAY: Tycoon, "Tycoon ..
Granatini Bros .. "G-1',orce"
THURSDAY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS THIS WEEK :
TUESDAY :

6-ti :40pm . ''Evening Classical Concert" with Barry
Weissman
6 :40 pm . ECAC Hockey Playoffs- UNH vs. Yale
WEDNESDAY: .6-8pm . · Barry W€issman hosts "Evening Classical
Concert''
8-10 pm. NPR's " Jazz Alive" featuring Sarah Vautin
and Harold Land/ Blue Mitchell
10-11 pm . "Expressions " showcases the latest jazz releases . Matt Cegelis'is your host. ·
6:00 pm. Student Government Report with Student
THURSDAY :
_ Bod~· President Doug Cox.
6:05-8 pm. "Evening Clas.<>ical Concert" with Ray Matheson.
8-!J pm .
" Indeed". the radio magazine with Terry
Monmanev .
9-11 pm . "Oldies" \~· ith Mar ·hall Miller
l<'H.IDAY:
FRIDAY:
Regular programming ends for spring break . WUNH
will continue broadcasting on an ablJreviated schedule.
Have a great vacation!!!!!!!! ! !!!!!'!!!'!!! ! ' ! !''! !!'!

MEMORANDUM'
TO: ALLSTUDENTS FROM: OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE
DATE: 2.MARCH 1979
RE: ROOM DRAW 1979
IF YOU WISH TO LIVE ON CAMPUS NEXT
YEAR READ THIS MEMO.
ROOM DRAW 1979 WILL BEGIN ON APRIL 2ND
TO BE ELIGIBLE TO LIVE ON CAMPUS YOU MUST
BE CURRENTLY RESIDING IN A RESIDENCE
HALL AND YOU MUST FOLLOW THE ROOM DRAW
1979 GUIDELINES WHICH WILL BE MAILED TO
YOU SHORTLY AFTER VACATION. A$50HOUSING
APPLICATION'FEE WILL BE REQUIRED OF ALL
STUDENTS APPL YING FOR ON CAMPUS HOUSING

THE NtW HAMPSHIRE 1UESOAY'MAOCH 6, ~9.Z9 1 ,

now offered at
UNIVERSITY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Call:

-CAPTAIN DON FOWLER
862-1078
·@Am\VROIC
.
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A scholarship is available from the Air Force, if you
are a qualified student in the health professions. If
you are enrolled in or have been anepted Jor
admissions lo study in one of the following areas,
you are eligible for Health Professions S<holarship
<ompetition.

M

MEDICINE/OSTEOPATHY
VETERINARY MEDICINE

M
~

~
~

M
!;

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Ph.D)
OPTOMETRY

A Health Professions Scholarship provides you with up to four years of full tuition...
your books ••• fees ••• necessary equipment .. In addition, you will receive a S400 stipend

ft

M

each month.

i'(

If selected, you will be com1nissioned as a secontl lieutenaRt in the Reserve and remain
in student status until graduation.

~
•'f

31
rt

Your agreement specifies that you will serve one ye.or on active duty as a commissioned
officer for each year of participation in the scholarship program, with a three year
minimum (exclusive of periods of post graduate professional education).
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~
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STUDENT CAUCUS
continued fro_m page 3
reade1~s of "Aegis" themselves
\\:ere against it, that the problem
was an invent ion of the Caucus."
Knight said she is concerned
that future Student Caucuses
will proposl' measures simifar to
St. Laurent's.
''I'm glad we were able to get
out from under that thumb," she
said, "but it will probal>l.v happen
again next year ...
"People at "Aegis" have tO
have a defense already prepared

~

~

Portsmouth's

GREATEST DINING SUPRISE!
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Air Force Medical Opportunities
200 Pleasant Street
Suite 415
Malden, Ml 02148

~
~~
ff!

~

Serving 11 :30 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

LOUNGE OPEN 'TIL 1 A.M.

~
~
M

ADDRESS

~

Heurty Portions of fine Food Prepured with a Gourmet
hJulh and served in u Wurm und Friendly Atmosphere.

M,~.

NAME

~
~
~

!')A<.:<.:ihlo "

~

~---------------- ------------------------------~
M

in anticipation," said Kni15ht.
"There's nothing we can do about
it except prepare ourselv('s."
St. Laurent said he is "disappointed" by the Caucus vote, and
said he would have "liked to haV('
seen quantified by some percentag~ th~ number of graduated
versus undergraduates published
in the magazine.
But I do feel her point is valid,
that they do have a place in th('
magazine." sairl St. Laurent.
"I still think I'll look into this
matter next year, .. St. Laurent
added. "By no means is the issue
closed. I don't want to b£ looked
at as a policeman or something,
but I just want to make sure we
have
the
best
magazine

~ .

For additional information, mail tho coupon
~or Call (617) 324-1223 Collect.

~

w

Student
Caucus

PHONE

_, ozz played in LoLtnqe every Sunday, 2-6 pm
ih(' St'Ulut,1sl'~

~
~

PROFESSION

Scenil Wut1 ·r1r1111t
Sport (enter

Port~mouth ' 1

01'erluo/..·inc;

22 Deer Street

431-5797

Portsmouth

(Take Market Street Exit off Interstate 95)
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wanted

Artist l'\eeded to design original promotional
artwork for a large alheletic event. Call 7426884 evenin2s.3/9
.

Par( English setter pups. 5 beautiful puppies
must be given new homes or they wi-11 have to
be destroyed. Please call 332-4800 between 7
a.m.and9p.m.3/6
_
Wanted to sublease - furnished l or 2 bedroom apartment in Durham. Needed last
week of May to Sept . Looking for reasonable
but inexpensive offer. Call 868-9789 Amy or
Steph. 3!6
,
RE:\TAL WA!\TED- Univ. couple, Eng/RN,
seek apt. or small house to rent by April 1.
No kids, no pets, excellent local references.
$200/mo raw1 e or caretaking situation
desired. Call C'. Brown 2-1214 days or 868-7269
eves. 3/9
hECOIWS! Cash for LP's/45's from 1964-70.
LP's-.50/1.00/1.50. 45"s-.25/.50. Higher for
certain items. Price dependent on condition.
Call Jim at 742-8809. Keep trying. Examples:
Kinks, Monkees, McCoys ... :l/ 6

help wanted
lklp Wanted: The Seacoast Regional Counselin" Center, in Portsmouth is fooking for a
&art lime instructor for an adaptive Outward

w~~Qdsfu~ v6ri~~- ~~f~~crad~tr:;N~t ~~:!~Ye~~~

St•cn•tarv/Draftperson ... with a voung landscape architectural office in the Manchester
area. Must be experienced in secretarial
skills, drafting skills desirable, but not
-necessarv. 15-25 hours per week. Salary
commensurate with experience. References
required. Tel. 43HV75. 4/23
EE major for sun7mer: Design, build, test
circuit boards and microprocessors. Major
company between Boston and Lowell. $4.50$6.00 hourly. _Call Bob Mccaffery, 862-1184,
by March 9. 3/6
EE major for summer: Design, test power
sources and circuitrv for upper prosthetic
device. 25 miles southwest of Bostun. $207
weekly. Applv by March 9, Associate Dean,
CEPS, Kingshury Hall. 3/6EE, l\IE, BET majo'rs <six summer jobs):
Government a~enc:.v near Portsmouth, N.H.
$180 weeklv. Applv· bv April 15 with Bob
McCaffery;DCE, Brook House. 3/ li
EE majors <six summer jobs J: Defense
contractor in Nashua , N.H. Salaries vary.
Contad Associate Dean, CEPS, Kingsburv
Hall, by March 9. 3/li
·

0

tact the financial aid office or calf Bill Black
or John Gruen (431-670:3>. 3/6
i\ VO:\ · Needs representatives (male or
temalel to service Dorms, offices, and
territories in Durham. Lee, Madbury. Earn
high commission. Phone 742-6666 or write
2ene~}~~c Smith, 9 Concord Way, Dover.

Hotel or Food S(•n·it(' students wantep to
work in l''ood Service operation at Great Bay
H.acquet Cenll'r in Newmarket nights and
\1·eek:ends. Call Chuck Sullivan 659-3151. 742·
8;)47. :l/6
Im media((• op1•11ing f'nr <tn oHit(:;;-s-S-istanl in
The Career Planning and Placement Service.
Prefer student·s eligible for Work-Studv. Interested students may apply in Roori1 20:!
Huddleston Hall. :3/ 6

'.\ N·'f 1\IOltt·~ '! -Avon can sol Ve yoUr prou1crl1S.

SPll world famous toiletries. f{ifts and
iewelry. Earn high c_o mmission. Pnone Gen
Smtih
742-6666
lor
details
without
obligation. 3/ :30

\\·onKIN<;V"f)ifEl\I.\'.\ .. Jor ~Young Jandsca!ie construction firm in the Manchester,
N.I . area. Must have previous supervisory
experience in _construction. ability lo lead.
crew. and ab1ht v to drive small mach111erv.
Plunt knowled~e and mechanicul abilify
would be consicll·red an asset. Position
available immediatelv; 40-55 hours per
week: salary c0111mei1surate with experienc<'. Tl'l. 60:3-434-917:i . l\laII resume and references to Chris Herrin Associates, 417a
Harve~· Road. Manchester, N.H. o:lJO:l. :l/ 2:1

EE major for summer: Computer applical1ons with major company in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Salary varies. Call Bob McCafferv
862-1184, by March 9. 3/fi
·'
Computer Scient(' <three summer field experiences): Programming, testing components of computerized typesetting equipment.
Major company between Boston and Lowell.
$4.50-$6.00 hourlv. Applv by March 9, Associate Dean, CEPS, Kingsbury . 3/6
l'omput(•r Sd('lll"(' t six summer jobs): Programmip~ aid5 with local go\'ernment agencv.
$100 weeKJy. Apply by ApriJ 15. Bob McCaffery,
DCE. Brook House, 862-1184. 3/6
Busirwss majors I two summer field experiences): Computer applications ot busmess
data. Insurance company, Portsmouth area.
$207 weekly. Apply by March 9. WSBE
Advising Center, McConnell Hall. 3/ 6
llistory majors I numerous summer openings
in New England and the Northeast J: National
Park technicians. $160-$180 weekly. Apply b.v
April 15 with lh1· UNH Department of HI8torv.
Horton Social Science Center. :3/fi
·
llistor~· majors I summer college w.ork studv J:
Exh1b1t docents for Nantucket historical sifes.
$3 .00-$3.50 hourlv. A_pplv ov March 29 with
Bob Mccaffery, bCI~. 862-1 i84. 3/6

llistor_, major <for-Summer J: Interpreter.'
Plymouth, Massachusetts. $3.00 hourly. Applv
~y March 29, History Department, Horton
Social Science Center, or Bob McCafferv,
DCE, 862-1184. 3/6
.

ads-~----

Help Wanted: Store clerk and dock attendants . Fult time and part time. Inquire at
Great Bav Marine Fox Point Rd .. Newington
3/30
.
I

services
T.vping: papers, letters, resumes, etc. Professional look $.50 a page. Spelling, grammar corrected on request. CaTI Karen 8621700 weekdays and leave message 868 9666
eves, weekends. 3/6
Pl\:\O LESSO:\S - Member NGPT - Trained
at MOZARTEUM in Salzburg Austria. 30
vears experience teaching in bover, N.H.,
~,I. Lauderdale, Florida and_Augsbury, Germany. All lessons at two pianos. Tel: 7425919. 3/30
Fast, accurate t;.-ping of your manuscript, 20
pound bond paper . Olivetti Lexicon 1 free
pickup and Clelivery, minor eaiting.
$.75/ page. Call< l) 332-8450 or 664-2217. 3/6

Need ride lo Southeast Conn? I am going to
New London 3/9, leaving at about 10 am &
taking ferry across to LONG ISLAND. Need
help with expenses. Call Katy at 2-1614 or
868-9833. 3/6
NYC or NJ? If you would like company
for the ride down for Spring Break, call Bruce
in room 310 at 868-9715 or '2-1636. I can leave
anytime after 1~ on Friday March !v. Driving
ana expenses Will be shared. 3/23
·

cars 1·01 sale
Winter Steal - 1971 Triumph 650 new sprocket
tire, paint, forks, etc. Mechanic owned.
12,000 miles. many extras. A fantastic bike.
Desperate for money, must sell $700 or B.O.
742-8194. 3/6
·
t!lili Ford E-100 Van Good Condition. New

r::~k_b]\,1~~~, J10~~wex\i~:~r ~~~1°gfter~a~i
Mike 749-3080 after 6. Leave message. 3/9

7

l'O'.\TAl'T LE:\S \\ EAHERS: Save money
on your brand name hard or soft lens supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog. Con!act Lens Supply Center, 341 E. Camelback,
Phoemx, Arizona 85012. 3/23

A~lfOl.OGY - Natal charts done in the
Circadian Analvsis svstem. Satisfaction
"Uaranteed or - no char 0 e. Twenty-five
3ollars. For information ca~I Bradley 2-1319
or 868-9678 and leave message. 3/30
AU\' ,\'.\('ED OPEN WATER SCUBA CLASS
TO START" Mar. Call 664-7691 for details.
Leads to Divemaster Certification! Ask for
Mark - Keep Trying. 3/9
Tiw Ocn1patio11al Tht•rap~· De11artment is
now accepting applicat10ns for internal
transfer into Fall 1979 sophomore year of the
Occupational Therapy ma.jor. Application
forms and instructions mav be picK.ed up in
the OT Dept. office, Hewitt 218E. All applil'ations must be submitted by March 22,
1979. :l/9

l':"i-ED l'1\R BUYERS. avoid making a costly
mistake. Let our technicians electronically
analyze this car 's engine before you buy. The
Tune-Up Technician 436-9326. 4/3
Proft•ssional TYPl:'l;(i at its best on IBM
Correcting Selectric, choice of style/ pitch.
Spl'lling, punctuation, grammar corrected.
Hea~onable rates for superior qualitv. University Secretarial Associates. Call" Diana
Schuman, 7-12-4858. 4/ 6
T.' Ping: Dissertations! leUers. resumes_, reports. theses. IBM se ectric. 22 yrs. eixper1ence. 749-2692. :l/ 2

'71 V.W. Karmann Ghia, forest green, exce.
cond., tape cass. Must sell, leaving area.
$1250.00 942-8252 or 868-7508. 3/li _
l!li2 Pontiac Lemans, 3 speedb6 cylinder.
High mileage buf high dependa ility. Started every time in Feb's coldesl. 5 speaker:
stereo. New tires, alignment. srings, tune
up. $750.00 Call 942-5902 after 5. 3 27
For Sale: DATSUN 1976 B210 Honevbee. Excellent condition $2200 or best offer: Call 4314799 before 11 a.m. 3/6
l!lil FIAT X-t!I. vellow w/black stripe. 2
seater -,c onvertible hardtop. New Raaials,
AM-FM stereo. 61K but car is Mint. $2,350.00
or B.R.O. Gregg in 313, 868-9814. 3/9

l!li:l Mercun· Comet reclinin~ bucket seats.
tinted glass: automatic, PS, vinal root, V-8,
$600 or oest offer. 868-5585. 3/6

l

I

•f

J

l

1

Nikkormat FT!'\ Camera for sale . . For
beginner or Pro, Made bv Nikon w/ Nikkor
50mm F2 lens. $225 firm: Also Micro Nikkor
55mm, F3.5-22. $160 firm. Call Bob- Bauer
659-2593. 3/~
Pair of Becker Speakers. Acoustic Air
Suspension System. Pm\·er rating 35 watts.
Excellent condition. Would like $50, but
willing lo compromise. Call Scott at 749-4594.
3/ 9
(iabha Gabba llev! Must sell 4 man. old
Vista Silver Shado'w 10-speed. Cost $290 will
let go for $200 now. Black w/ rPd trim. Call
Braoley 868-9678 or 2-1319. 3/li
Goodvear Polvester Radials . Beat the rush
for tfres ·this "spring. 4 tires - BR 78-13 $20-each. Don ·t pass up this excellent opportunity! Call 332-4800 from 7 am to 9 pm. 3/ 6

for rent
Furnished Room for r('nt. $135.00 month.
Limited kitchen and phone priv. Male. nonsmoker. Room 14 x 14. carpeted, walk in
closet. Quiet student only . Tel: 742-5919. 3/6
Two bedroom apartnwnt, stove. refrigerator
on Kari-Van, $210 plus utilities. call after 5
pm, 749·372:l, 3/6
Oldt• Madbun- La1w - 2 bedroom a·p-i-:-to
sublet w/ opt.'for fall. Living room. ki!chen.
bath. Lots of closets. Launarv downstairs.
No Pets. $220/ mo. plus electrii.:itv. Call 7494594. Scott, Richard. 3/!J
·

for sale

Apt. to sublet 1\1,ril-Jmw w/ opt ion to rent.
$220/mo. & heal. Dover on Karinm rte.
Renee 742-9268 or 742-4293. Keep trying! :l/27

(ioodwar Polvcster Radials · Beat the rush
for ti"res this "spring. 4 tires · BR 78-13 $25
each. Don't pass up this excellent opportunity! Call 332-4800 from 7 am to 9 pm. 3/6

lost and found

S-J)ilrts--.;:(1uip11i(:ttt -:- Skis-Gr a ves,I 90, fiber1<\ ass tunused>. $75. skates-C.C.M. size 8
:t>lO: shin pads-Cooper. $10: Hockev gloves$10: Back pack-Hilery, $15: sleepin~ bagArmy, -40F, $30: Call Mark 868-1088. :l/ 6

FOL'ND: Sat. night Feb.3, a Dupro watch in
area of Huddleston Hall on eampus. Contaet
Bill in Stoke 261 - pay phone 868-985:!. hall
phone 862-2:!74. 3/ 9

rides

Fi1r Salt•: 1 pi1ir of Raichle freestyle mens
ski boots. size 8 Reg . $165. asking $50. onlv
used one sPason. Call Jim al 868-:>194
e\'enin~s. :l/ 20

Hickrs '.\eNled: I"m going to southern New
Jersey for spring break. Leaving 3/ 9 and
returning-on 3/ 18. Call 749-2:!!12 after 5:00 pm
and ask 1or ,L111da Eppelman. 3/ fi

Onkrn TX 1:;00 1{('('l'in·1· 60 \\·atts. BIC 940
turn'tahle. Tl<~ C A-!Ofi c:a~l'lle deck. EPI
120 ,speakl'~·s onl _Y -l months old. $900.011 As a
s.vstem or separate pieces . Mikl' Al 742-7856.
:J / 2:~

I

l

'

I

I

I

.
t

I"

!<:or S~le; one men's down-filled Woolrich
parka--in excellent condition--worn only a
few times--for $45. Royal .blue with orange
and white stripe across back. Call Cynthia
692-2328 mornings before 9 or evenings after
10. 3/9

I

J .,

,

Lost ont· larJ.{;:t,W(1~)\rnrei.;t In Lihra1 y.
fo nd please call 8fi8-5194 . 3/ !I

ft

LOST- Cross pencil. gold. near Kingshur~· or
MUB. Engraved on top hall. Jr found please
, ,call 742:9634. Wi II ident 1ty en;:\ra v1n~ . :l/ !1
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Auto Parts

CWIP
charges

Dover Auto
Supply .

Photographers
Wanted-

CWIP
continued from page 3

ment that the CWIP charges be
continued, but only for nonresidential, commercial users.
Under that plan, which the
Associated General Contractors
and the Business and Industry
Association of New Hampshire
have been lobbying for in recent
weeks, residential Public Service
customers would not have to pay
CWIP charges.
But, said Duncan, "small
. businesses, like dental offices,
and hospitals, schools, and state
and city offices would still have to
pay the charges ."
Public Service Co~, anticipating a possible end to CWIP
charges, has already announced
plans to sell up to 30 percent of its

especially for Tues. issue
Stop Mon. or Thurs.
evening, room 151, MUB
ask for Bob or Jan

Main St. Durham

868-2791

.
~
WHITEHOUSE

OPTICIANS, INC.

500/() OFF

__

RAY-0-VAC
BATTERIES

Designing Prescription Glasses for over 65 Years

OUR NEW HOURS

interest in the Seabrook plant.
New Hampshire's business
establishment last week lobbied
strongly against that proposal,
declaring in full page advertisements the state's daily
newspapers that the sale of stock
would result in a "Seabrook
Sellout", which would place
ownership of the finished plant in
the hands of Massachusetts companies.
But, said Duncan, other New
Hampshire power companies
have indicated an interest in
buying some of the proffered
shares.
" New England Power Co.,
which owns Granite State Electric Co. (a New Hampshire-based
firm) has indicated they would be
willing to buy 15 percent of the
Seabrook plant, " said Duncan.

Monday, Tuesday 8:30 AM-5:00 PM
Thursday and Friday 8:30 AM-6:00 PM
Saturday 8:30 AM-12:ao PM
c1osed all day Wednesday
6 Broacllray, Dover, N_-.H. T•llln1:742-1744

~

'g-·
_, -~_

Master_ Charge

Personal Checks

Visa

Auto Parts

.,

SEMESTER BREAK CHECKLIST
Tennis shirts & shorts
Gym shorts
Tennis balls
Tube socks
Raquetball raquets & ~alls
Equipment bags
Frisbees
T-shirts
Swimsuits-Caps-Goggles
Sweatbands
Nylonjackets
11"' Warm-up suits 20 % off
Tennis rackets (Wilson-Dunlop-Bancroft-Davis-PDP)

Icewomen
crown

Running shoes (Puma-Nike-Nubalance-Tiger-Bata)
Tennis shoes (Puma-Converse-Bata-Tretorn)
Danskin leotards & skirts & ti~hts

UConn
ICEWOMEN
continued from page 24

Louise's Sport Shop

Cats won.
The onl_v loss the women sufferred this year came at the hands
of the Massport Jets. Leading
early, the Jets scored six straight
goals in the second period to get
the breathing room it needed.
"I don't have to do much to get
them going," said UNH coach
Russ Mccurdy. "All I do is open
the door for them so they don't
skate through it."

Mill Rd. Shopping Plaza
open 9:30-5:30
Durham
Mon- Sat
868-5141

classified ads
l.o!'.I at 1111' Bn111n \ ' S. l ' :\11 llm·kn .(ianw
Tursda~· night : Onl' Blue & Oraw•e' ski hat
and one pair of Blue Ski Gloves.
found or
taken by 111ist<1ke please call Jim at 81i:l·l·HIO
or 81i8-.1l!H. :l/!i

11

.. .

I.OST - A Kcily green size 10 swealt•r with
dark gn•en leather elbow patches --somcli111e
sincl' January. some,rherP in Durham. It
you han' found it . please call 2-116-1. or
81i8·!11ili2. and ask for l{osil·. or lea,·e a
message. :l/fi
l.osl on- Frida\ '!.i'.!:;, a sih1•r a1HI ahalonl'
douhlt· hand rii1)!. Sl'nlinH'nlal valuP. it found
please• call Ll'nore at 8ti8-Hli84 or 81i2- l l 72. :l/ ti

roommates
Ho111nmat1· r11·l'd1·1l II\ :\lard1 hi. PrC'I . on.•r
:!.I. nmt. cll•;m. \I I Sl'rise ol hurnor. ( hrn room
$IOU / mo. and phonl' . K Co11l'i>rd St. IJO\'l•r on
K -\<111 . ('all 7-1!1-:!.:)80 <rl !l :OO a.111. or aft('r
10 :.:0 µ .111. Keq1tr_, · 111~' 1 !:111;
:\1·1· tl I ro11111:;11·. mall' or. fl'lllalt· for gor;.:e011s aparllllt'lll. Large 11,·111J room w1lh
\\·ood beams in ceifrng. $80/ month each incl, '
m·<11 . l a11 :":!l('\'l' ar !lhlHllOh or ITl'nn al
BliB·:!:!:!.-1. :1 !I
I
'

personals
~\ilwilli1t•n~11·1· -,~, it(.(lil1partil'ipa1t· in llw
\\.onwn's {'t'nlt>r's \\l'l'kl.' nu•t•lings . We are
a cooperative organization seeking nl'W
ideas and interests. We have a full lihran· of
books concerning women and files of usdul
informal ion avaitahle to vou. Come Sl'e what
we're all about. Room fa4 MUl3, or call 21968. :.l/!I
:\l:\ltb\ - To lhe vourr !adv \\.fiO .lived in
Scott Hall and worked' in Philbrook last
sci'nester. I met vou al the Christian Christmas Partv in Hubbard last Dece111ber. I
would like to sl'e vou a;.ain. Pll•ase let me
know where you live. You can reply lhru

Philbrook Box 4281. --1\ Christian Brother.
:.!/!)
l.ETTU E for i-al~'· Why pa.'· 8l:lc a head
when vou can get rt tor 50¢? For more information call 868-5150 after 6 pm . This is no
_gimmick! :.!/\!

.JEHS. Sl'ZIE. IU>. - Thanxf«w the: Long
talk s. happy hour blitzes. backgammon battles, melfow wine parties. hone!'.t\. help
C\1·hen. I trip. lose my keys. meal lickl'l . and
somelrnws my ~!,,·! •. the lau"hs and
thanx mos! of all for your lriendsFi'f' Get

t~~il~ i'.~;·c ~h,· ~~·~~ J:~~c1s't~cr·1,h~1~;~ .
11

per. SPxy Fox. :!'Ii

1

·

to

11;11-~tt1h•sh~rg - will ·vou b<' avaiiat)Ie
be a
dl•g('nerate with us 'soon? Pleas<' ? We'll be
.rnur best friends' l3rmn1ie & Smell in· :!/ Ii

i\cada - Devfne 3rd loves vour buns ... alffive
oftlwm.:.l/li
•
·
"Lunlps_Y.·-.:-,\·e·-,.c made it thru Porifera arld
sig. fig.'s, monocots and catah·sts' Happv
B-day. and live it up before thei: change the
drink in;; age' Love. D. :J/ti
·
Just think what th1•1 \\ouhl sa1 if thev k.new
you were 20 a_nd still a virgin.· Happy Birthday. Mav this one be tlw best. one H't'
Love. ME . :.I/ti
·
To lh1· gu.' with liu· g1•11lk knrt'~ al the
hoc_k ev game. It "ure was nice hm·ing it
reciprocated . Ho\1 about same S('<lls for tonight's 6ame. Go for it. C. :.1 / 1;

u.

.I. K 6..
The Three Stooge. · at Strafford
house. have a great Florida vacation' K & D
hm·c a grea t brrlhday loo! Lon· . Di . :J/6

To thl' tutit•s in llX ,\h'xand1·r : When do \I C
0 et our cakc'1 We'll even share it wrlh vou.
fiut please don't make it as ctn· as the \\'Inc'.
· Lo\'e , Halph and Fred .:!/:i
·
K. 11. Hop(• .vo11r 21st was the grf'alest. You
dl'St'l'\'l' manv .. m;in\ more Your !he
!wstt•st. lo\'e y<i. Me. :111l
•

Tttlilt• i>Z SblPI:!'. : Thanx for the popcorn
last Saturda' niJht. It was a .. \\ild and
Crazee" Fridav and Saturda,._ Thanks Again
·Sigma Beta ·
·
/

('ahh•s - is it trUl' vou·rr go111g to joinJacqut•s
Cousteau's troop~ and capture•'' ild '' hall•s?
Stont•.1 -_ ~v11U can sing and piay the guitar.
freak-out. w111 the hearts of S\H'l'I young
lhmgs. and lake courses at the san1e time.
Jwst tell me. how tlw lwll do ya do it'~ Bl'T.
can you walk on waler'!

Br :\ook.1 : Stoke side. drinking beer. slan1ming doors al 3 am, looking like fro •• . .
doing the rock. !st ATO then holl's irl
wall SAE punch, pilot to co-pilot. got a
blanket & mittens for the beach''. bamboo
beads. free ridt> around campus. and GPL
putting ya lo bed--50 times--BL's room at
2 am. e\·en slm1 dancing· Bui - road trips·
f<'orgct it! Happy Birthda~· ·LOH'. lk :l/6

ll1e

To 111.1 St•nl'I \ all'nlirw. Ha\·en't l givl'n .H >U
enough encouragement yet'~ :strll can·t
11gurc out who I am?! vour <;etret admir<'r
:111;
To .\nnit'. .Jill\ . .Joanna. Kan·n. Kah'. I.aura.
Marn'. Man·· Loooo. and Zot'. lll~RES TO
Yot · · we ri1acil' rI Ihrou gh a long \11111l'r ·
leb go celebr;.t1· Sprin~ lo~('(lwr. lloµ!' ·'"111
fool» ha\'c -a-Sll(W·r bl't't1k - -1-lmt· -:'·ou- al~
l\lactar11e B. :1 fi

Tlw St111ls. Thanks for llw rnnwnti« e\·enrng
(niornrng• at tlw beach. trn~l111~. µizza to
Che<·rios. what a mght ! Tht> St ud(',;sl's. :!/ Ii
i"o th1• Chi o Si!'.lt'r!'. : l 'ould _vou plcasl'
explam '' h_,..vou ''en· St'<·n walkrng out of TKE
w1lh shet'ls and pill11\\s . Do .rnu cxpl'l'I
LI!'. lo lollm1 \·our l'xa mplt•': Pll'asl' adnst' .
Lon'. Your l'll•d,.:1cs. :l/fi
1:-fwo. to llw \I oriels 1-(rl'all'sl coach. tt1a11ks
for all tlw l1111t'. pflort a11rl t'lll'r~' '\lid(lll' ·
bur,· \la,; ~n·al' \\'ill 1111s!'. \<ill 111 '\l1d11~<111.
l1'<111r tlw last est 11rn11c•11 on s'k1s. :1 i.
-HO:\ \ ' OY . \c;i-:~ To SUP, Man. Nann· and

Jan -. nd als1l t11 AndrPa and Sliaron. l!'ctn• a
ft.'.'~.t~7~e' Wish I \.\"<I!'. going too'. Lon"

f.'.

.Jl'll: Allhoutih Ll•os arl' 11wn· charn1111~.
d_vn mic and rntPrestmg . Piceans deti11itel\
make better cooks . Have an "awsonH•· :wth
and watch oul for ''arw1e windows whl'n
vou're celcbratin~ in Mas~. Much lov e. LKL.
S:\I\ ELY F.\:\S - the Cats nN'd our help
lonile to bl'al the Elr:. so let'::. get therl'
t•arly. and let's get µs _\Thed and 111ak1· that
arena LUUDEI{ than 1t ·s (•n·r !Jl'('n. The
Fro1.1t Row :! / Ii
TllEHESA: Thank vou for the terrific parl\.
r couldn't have asked for a bcttl'r b1rfhda\
I. never suspeetcd a thing but v. ould ha i·e
liked to see you plan the whole thin;,\. Sue 2 Ii
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comics
Doonesbury·

by Garry Trudeau

''IAJHAT 15 N&WaJ /NS/CAO
15 A 5EN~ r;y; /?£5TF!A!NT
ANO Fl/IR P!AY. IF OUR

:.AN/J IT 15 7HEP05/TION
OF "!He NAT/tJVAL !</FL£

A5SOCJATIOV THAT ti/HEW

ONCE PRa.JP SOIC()tS

IT ffii.1£"5 TO A!?B!TRA/?Y
5WAL CfJN7l?fJLS, M:JRE
/ 15 LESS.I''

W&RC 70 RESUM&
71£ 7EACHING OF.. //
'-

YES?

CXCIJ5E
Mf3, MR..
OUKE ..

\

I /AJ'WT70(£T 7H15
STRAl6HT. 15 IT ACTUALLY '!WR. V!E:W 7HAT 7HE
AN5Wt:R. 70 RJ5/N6 HANO-

EXACTLY. _
IUE ACMX'ATE
A /i!ETURN 70

GUN V!Ol£NCE IS AR£NEIJJ£0 EMPHASIS ON .
., ,.
5PORJ5MAN911P?

RESPONSIBLe
GUNPlAY.
I

~.

""'

Shoe

Grievanc~
GRIEVANCE
continued from page 1

/NOUR

ONCE
PRDUO-..
SOIOOIS?

by Jeff MacN elly
1H~Y 'RE Teo

WRINKLY

ANP 11-H~ JU !Cf ~IS Al--l
OV~R ~y P£~1L-.

collegiate crossword
ACROSS

1 Amulet
6 Glass bottle
11 Skull
13 Station
15 Emit rays
16 Making sense
17 Tally
18 Libraries and banks
20 Wood sorrel
21 gin
23 Item for Julia
Child
24 Type of cheese
25 Prefix for gram or
graph
27 "A Majority of - "
28 La Scala offering
29 Roasting pin
31 Withstands
33 Accelerate
34 Sot's ailment, for
short
35 Wrench
39 Morons
42 Units of verse
measurement
43 Bungle
45 Accustom

r

.

"'r

47
48
50
51
52
54
55
57
59
60
61
62

Actor Jannings
Arose
Spanish river
Records, for short
Graduates
Storage place
Adding machine, for
one
Art product
Improve in
appearance
Puts a picture up
again
French legislative
body
Johnny Mercer's
subject
DOWN

1 Baby beds
2 Food fish
3 Black cuckoo
4 Money of Iran
5 Muffles
6 Task
7 Joplin pieces
8 Prefix for cycle
9 Works with secret
messages ·

..

-

10 Afternoon server
(2 wds.)
11 1929 -occurrence
12 Adviser
13 Ingenious
14 Relatives of the
camel
19 Corleone
22 Everlasting
24 Incident
26 Buck ·~
28 Rome's ancient port
30 "All About - "
32 Mr. Byrnes
35 Refines metal
36 Majorette's items
37 Barley's beards
38 Tennis play
39 Presser
40 Labeling
41 Hot - , Arkansas
44 Gypsy man
46 Ice device
48 Driving hazard
49 Tropical fruit
52 Calgary's province
(abbr.)
53 Reverberate
56 Scottish tree
58 Chinese dynasty

...

-

YOUNG~S

Men.'s & Women's hair~tyling at

naL I don 't know that there is any
appeal avenue open."
"If people make requests and
write letters, I will certainly take
those seriously,'' he said.
When asked if he might reconsider his decision because of the
protests, Mills declined to comment. .
.
Moore said he thinks there is "a
tremendous amount of concern
among the faculty about this
decision, which clearly is not in
the best interests of the faculty."
"I'm not sure if we're supposed to appeal the decision of
the president back to the
president," he said. ''A lot of confusion about this stems from the
fact that it is already at the
highest level. The' case is in the
hands of the president."
The issue was discussed for an
hour and a half at the Faculty
Caucus meeting but no decisions
were made except to form an ad
hoc committee to study the
grievance process in general.
"If the' intervention by Spitz into the promotion and tenure
process before it even started is
true, it makes a mockery of the
promotion and tenure system,"
said
Richard
Schrieber.
professor of botany.
"The cavalier treatment given
- to the Profe'ssional Standards
Committee's review by President
Mills also makes a mockery of
the
grievance
process,"
Schrieber said.
· The motion to form an ad hoc
committee was passed by a vote
of 23 to 11.

w,

RESTAURANT ~

This weeks Breakfast Special: ~
~
Come and see us
at
Our New Location
-in the new section
of the Shopping Center
868-5339

n

ENTEH MEDICAL

SCHOOL
IN AUG.
Pay O~ Acceptance Only
-W.H.O. RecognizedFor application & information write

PROVEN MEDICAL
TUDENT PLACEMEN
SERVICE:
1.QO LaSalle St.
York, N.Y. 10027

N~w

or call
(212)865-4949

Saunders
at Rye Harbor
will be interviewing
for summer jobs
daily 1-5 pm
March 13th-18th and
March 20th-24th
at the restaurant.

Cheese Omelette
Toast
Tea or Coffee

~

l~ye

$1.19

n

Positions to be filled:
Cooks
Waiters
Waitresses
Bartenders

U

Lre;7o~i~~:;~~r~~~r:J

I4ocatcd off
H.outc IA on

Harbor
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Graduates make out easy Information Resume Reduction Form.

Personnel Director studies simple-to-read
resume format In special Journal. .

Graduate is granted interview, one of many possible

through PST program.

Can you afford not to invest just 3 minutes of your time to read this?
YOU WILL RECEIVE THE JOURNAL ...

• Did you know that over 400,000 graduates will be
searching for Tiew careers this Spring in New
England and New York alone?

For you to participate in this unique program, fill out the IRRF Form,
check your category and complete the coupon below, and mail to
PST, Inc ., P.'°'. Box 55, Accord, Mass. 02018, along with a check or
money order for $29.00 made out to Personnel Search Technology,
Inc. Be sure you mail before the March 25 deadline. You will receive a
copy of the publication after May 10, 1979.

• Did you know that your chances of having your
resume reviewed by more than a few potential
employers is quite slim?

INFORMATION RESUME REDUCTION FORM ...
Below is a sample of the Information Resume Reduction Form to use
when making out your Employment Journal resume. Please follow
the IRRF directions for clarity and simplicity. It is divided into
4 sections: Career Objectives (100 words), Academic Achievements
(25 words), Personal Background (75 words) , and Additional
Information (25 words).

To enhance your employment chances,
you are now being offered a one-time opportunity
to place your encapsulated resume in the
easy-to-read

NORTHEAST
COLLEGE GRADUATES
EMPLOYMENT JOURNAL

..

~

1. CAREER OBJECTIVES

(up to 100 words)

What type of position are you seeking? State related professional
experience, i.e. volunteer work , internships , research projects, junior
achievements, etc. Potential employers should know any skills , attitudes,
interests, responsib ility , leadership that can be related to career of
your choice.

Designed exclusively for N.E. and N.Y. personnel
departments. The nominal cost for an applicant to submit his
or her listing is only

. 2. ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

$29.00. -

(up to 25 words)

List degree(s) , Major-Minor, honors , QPA, scholarships, areas of
cert ification .

REACH PERSONNEL DIRECTORS ...

3. PERSONAL IN'tERESTS, SKILLS,

Your list ing will appear in one of 12 categorized publications to be mailed
May 10, 1979 to over 24,000 personnel directors. If you are interested in one of
the 12 careers listed at right , reserve your space this week by following the
directions set down by the Information Resume Reduction Form shown at
right des igned for clar ity and simplicity.

BACKGROUND (up to 75 words)
List clubs, committees , organizations , including offices held , extracurricu lar activities (sports, etc.). Any past employment, full or part time,
not career-related.

QUICK EFFICIENT REVIEW ...
Each publ ication wil l be mailed directly to the personnel directors des ignated
in your selected category . Through research with personnel groups
national ly . a spec ial .Information Resume Reduction Form has been devised ,
encapsu lating your resume facts with the proper subject , sequence and length
for quick . effic ient review and selection by the employer. Your chances of
be ing recognized and ultimately hired are vastly improved by this simple
method .
·

4. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

11

(up to 25 words)

This section is not required but some personnel directors would be
interested in knowing the following : age, marital status, sex , health, race,
salary required and location preferred .

....

....

CATEGORIES -

Please check one ...

(If more than one desired, please check and enclose additional $10.00 each.)

EXPENSIVE
ALTERNATIVES
If you were to mail your resume to
only half orthe employers in your
category it would cost you
over $250.

0
0
0
0
0
0

Engineers-Technical
Engineers-Scientific
Writers I Art~sts I Entertainers
Accountants
Lawyers
General Sales

Degree _

_

0
0
0
0
0
0

Real Estate I Insurance I Financial
Education
Computers
Medical
Government
Large/small Corporations

_ _ _ __ _ College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ __

Permanent a d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone-------
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On to the playoffs

I

.
(.(.

,

After- finishirtg in second place in the ECAC,
the UNH Wildcats move on to the playoffs
tonight. A few highlights of the season (clockwise from left): goalie Greg Moffett makes a
skate · save in the Cats' 3-3 tie~ with BU; junior
Sean Coady lets cf Brown player know who's
boss; Ralph Cox, the Cats' new All-Everything,
keeps . a wary eye on the proceedings· at UVM;
freshman Ron Reeve does his part to keep his
BU opponent away from the puck. ·(Gerry Miles,
Art Illman photos)

-

-

'

~
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Frank Roy: the man behind UNH's machine
By Lee Hunsaker
Short, choppy strides were the
order of the day. Nothing lengthy,
no quick spurts of speed; just
take it easy and get the legs back.
Around and around the rink
drifted the skater, occassionally
picking up a loose puck and
shooting on net. It was fifteen
minutes after practice had officially ended, five minutes after
manager. Ken Cox had left the ice
with all but one of the pucks.
Still he drifted about, taking no
certain route. A handful of youngsters watched him wide-eyed and
anxious -- anxious for an autograph and maybe the puck, or
better yet, his stick.
After gaining enough gumption
and courage, three young boys
ruu uutu the ice tu l:u11fru11t the

man who Charlie Holt describes
as possibly "the most unsung
player in UNH history.''
He stickhandles among tbefr
squeals of delight, playing a
qufck game of keep away with the
black disc, always teasing them

with "Who wants the puck, who 170-pound center found himself - received a Jetter of interest from
wants it?" In the end, the puck the pivot man on the highly the Toronto Maple Leafs.
"They want me to come to
would flip lazily over the boards productive "Freshman Line"
training camp in September,'' he
with the boys dashing after it.
with Bob Gould and Ralph Cox.
Then, undisturbed, Frank Roy
Gould and Cox are two of the says. "Maybe I can make one of
quietly skates off the ice.
Wildcats who played with Roy the their farm teams." The state"He's basically a playmaker," most, especially Cox. Last year, ment ri11gs a deja-vu. Four years
says Holt. "He has a good outside after playing on separate lines as ago, Roy was in a similar
sophomores, Roy and Cox situation as he came to Durham.
shot."
"He's been underrated for a
"I wasn't recruited highly (to · became nearly inseparable and
UNH)," recounts Roy, a Berlin the duo became a much-feared long time," says Gould. "He's
probably the best passer on the
native. "I came here with no combination in the ECaC.
Yet Cox got most, if not all, of team. Of my 30 goals, Frank
scholarship, with no promise of
any!hing.
the orint and limelight, probably assisted on 20-25 of
"(thought maybe I had a chance
something)ie wished could have them.
"You don't notice him on the
to make -the team, and maybe been shared with Roy.
skate a couple of years before
Holt put the situation into per- ice," says Cox, "but he's always
getting into any gaines."
spective when he says, "Frank there doing something.''
Roy has been an integral part
It was a path pursued by other would always be right in there.
Wildcat greats -- Mark Evans, He'd have a good game, but them of the UNH power play for three
.
Dan Magnarelli, Glenn Hunter. someone on the team would also years.
That scenar10 .,,P.layed well
have a great game. That's hapIt was also a patn - Ilke the others
pened a lot, particularly in the through three and three-quarter
- successfully travelled.
seasons, until Roy pulled a groin
"It was a case," says Roy, "of last two years."
''Personally, I could never say muscle in UNH's 6-6 standoff with
playing good hockey or don't play
enough about Frank," says Cox. Providence. For the first time in
at all."
His freshman year provided A mention of Roy's importance to 127 games, Roy was forced to
Roy witb much more than he ever Cox sends him into a near frenzy view the ganie from the
expected, as the slender 5'10", as he tries to describe number sidelines; the Boston University
23's role as a major cog in the game on TV and the Brown
slaughter from the stands.
UNH machine.
"It was terrible," recounts
"He's been underrated because
of the people he's played with," Roy. "I wanted to be a part of it
Cox continues. "Gouldie and my- so badly."
"Frank's loss definitely hurt
self have gotten the ink but Frank
did the work. He's one of the top us," says Gould, "but it also
five college centers I've even brought us together on the power
play. We knew we had to play betseen."
That statement is more truthful ter because Frank wasn't there."
Each year, Roy is overlooked
th<tn many might think. Bob
Crocker, a scout for the New yet each year he continues to plug
England Whalers of the WHA,
a-long. Currently he stands tied for
called Roy one' of the twelve top sixth with Jon fi'ontas in all-time
forwards in college hockey in the scoring for the Wildcats with a 71103-174 mark. He is one point
natfon.
Roy smiles and drops his head behind Cliff Cox in fifth.
"Aftev my freshman year I felt
in genuine modesty. He's been
overlooked for nearly four years, really happy," Roy says. "I knew
never drafted, though now he's I could contribute. It (not being

ECAC.
playoff
•
preview

Frank Roy

r

Swhnwolllen finish strong
15th in Regionals ...

"'

The UNH women's swim team, competing in the Eastern
Regional Swimming and Diving Championships, fared better
than it ever had before, finishing in 15th place out of 42 schools.
This concludes the season for Carol Lowe's Wildcats, their most
successful season in history.
At the regionals, which were held at West Chester <Pa.) State
College, diver Bonnie Rentsch topped the UNH team with an impressive sixth place in the three-meter diving competition. Freshman bre(iststroker Sue Herskovitz also sparked UNH, swimming
"really well" to place tenth in the 200-yard breaststroke, according to Lowe.
If the individuals shone brightly fo~ the Wildcats, it was the
freestyle relay teams that really lit up the pool. The team of Susie
Urban, Laurie Schulte, Katherine Johnson, and Debbie Miller,
placed fifth in the 200-yard freestyle relay, and finished in ninth in
t.hP 400-vard race. the latter time settim! a new school record. In
t~e ~OO:yar? f~eestyle rela_y2- co-captain Mira Dabrowski joined
U, _:in, Schulte and Johnson, and the te~ combinecI1o fmish-tenth
and set another new school record.
Johnson, also competing in the 50-yard butterfly, set a new
school record in that event, although she didn't place in the meet.
"That was the trouble," said Lowe, "in this meet, they only
gave 12 places (as opposed to 16 in the New Englands). We would
have had a lot more swimmers place if they had had the top 16
place instead. ·
PETE HEARNE

...Men foil ow suit
in New Englands
The men's swim team finished 15th in the New England Swimming and Diving Championships at Springfield College this
weekend.
·
UNH got official places from John Caldwell, who took seventh
place in the three-meter diving, and Jeff Growney, who finished
13th in the 100-yard backstroke. The medley-relay team of
Growney, and Steve Ferranti, Fred Ludvigson, and Attila Herczeg also finished 16th in that event.
The Wildcats also got strong performances from Doug Sampson and Ferranti, competing individually. Sampson, the freshman freestyle sensation. set new school records in the 200-, 500-,
and 1650-yard freestyle races, and Ferranti set school records in
the 100 and 200-yard breaststroke, although neither swimmer officially placed .

""-
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PLAYOFFS
continued from page 24
overtime decision which put the
Huskies out of the playoffs) and ·
Cornell, 4-3 in addition to tying
UNH6-6.
Last year, the Friars walked
into Lynah Arena as heavy underdogs who smarted with . injuries. This year, they're healthy,
have a consistent scorer in Colin
Ahern, and an intimidating
defense led by huge (6'4") Jim
Korn and equally towering goalie
Bill Milner.
As for UNH's -old intra-state
rival Dartmouth, the warm and
friendly confines of Rupert Thompson Arena might not be enough
for the Big Green. The reason is
Clarkson College, a team which is
the second highest scoring squad
in the ECAC (UNH is first).
The Golden Knights dwelled
among the top four positions for
much of the season only to fall into the second echelon after a
disastrous Boston road trip
(losing to BC 8-6, and BU 4-3 in
overtime).
The season hasn't been overly
kind to Clarkson. The goaltending, split between sophomore
Ken Moore and freshman Rick
Mills, has been inconsistent. But
still the Golden Knights possess a
certain knack for destroying opponents.
Dartmouth, however, has
many ways to counter. One way
is with sophomore netminder Bob
Gaudet. Another is in goal-happy
forwards Denis Murhpy and Ross
Brownridge.
Possibly an omen of Dartmouth's chances is its home ice
record this year, 10-2-1. Of the
two losses, one was to Clarkson,
5-3. Though the Big Green also
walloped Clarkson at Hanover, 71 in the finals of the Auld Lang
Syne Tournament on December
31, the 1-1 split shows that the
Golden Knights have a chance to
slip their way into Boston Gar-.
den .

recognized) didn't bother me. t
just enjoy playing. A lot of guys .
contribute to this team that you
never read about. It's guys like
Cox that get noticed. And he
deserves everything he gets, he's
fantastic. Just being able to say I
played with Cox will be my claim
to fame.''
Forever passing the accolades.
That's Roy. He attributes his
adept stickhandling to "running
away from the bigger kids" in his
younger days of hockey. He was a
15-year-old playing in a Junior A
league <Roy never played high
school hockey) whose age limit
was20.
Though his deft stick and pinpoint shooting have always been
Rov's bread and butter. he admits "if I was bigger and
stronger, I'd be a better player."
But that isn't to say he isn't more
than good now.
"When you're playing him,"
says def enseman Ron Reeve,
"You're thinking how to give him
the worst possible shot. You try to
force him to a bad angle, but he's
pretty strong, especially on the
stick. It's tough to take the puck
away from him."
Still, though, Roy realizes what
must be done if he is to continue
playing .hockey beyond college.
Ten pounds and "a lot of hard
work'' is his main concern.
In a soft, low tone, Roy speaks
of yesterday's successes and
tomorrow's dreams in realistic
terms. He never overplays himself, choosing instead, to let his
actions speak. He is quiet.
But, according to Cox, Roy is
durable, too. ''He can take a lot
because he uses his body so
well," says Cox.
"He'll make his mark!'

UC~nn

gets NCAA berth;
URI, Holy Cross in NIT

The University of Connecticut basketball team will return to
Providence, RI, this weekend to face Syracuse in the opening
round of the NCAA tournament. The NCAA announced the
pairings for the national tournament Sunday.
UConn won the tourney berth by beating Rhode Island, 58-50
Saturday for the ECAC title. Rhode Island will play at Maryland
tonight in the first round of the National Invitational Tournament
(NIT).
Holy Cross, the fourth-place team in the ECAC, also won a berth
in the NIT, and will travel to Ohio to play Dayton tomorrow night. ·
UConn won decisively over URI Saturday, shutting down the
usually powerful Ram offense. The Huskies held Sly Williams,
Rhode Island's stellar junior, to just nine points in the game.
The Huskies will face the Orangemen in the first game of a...
doubleheader ·Saturday at the Providence Civic Center. The
second game will feature Georgetown, the ECAC Southern
champion, against Rutgers.
Syracuse is currently the sixth-ranked team in the nation, and
has held the top spot in the East in the Widmer Poll since December.

Icat stats I
FINAL ECAC STANDINGS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Team (Overall Record)
Boston University (20·5·2)
NEW HAMPSHIRE (19·8·3)
Cornell (19-7-0)
Dartmouth (16-7-2)
Clarkson (19-11-0)
Providence (16·9·2)
Yale(13-11·2)
Vermont(1 ~-17~0}
Northeastern (12-15·0)
Brown (11-14·0)
Boston College (16-14-0)
Colgate (15-13-0)
RPI (10-17-1)
Harvard (7-18·1)
St. Lawrence (8-21-2)
Princeton (5-17-4)

Won Lost
17
4

17
16
14
13
13
12
11
11
10
10
7

5
6
7

9
9
9
10
11

11

8
5

12
13
16
16

5

18

2

15

Tied Pct.
2
.783
3
.740
0
.727
1
.659
0 .591
2
.583
1
.568
0
.524
0
.500
.476
0
0
.455
.350
0
1
.340
1
.250
1 .229
4
.190

QUARTER-FINAL PAIRINGS
Vermont at BU
YaleatUNH
Providence at Cornell
Clarkson at Dartmouth

GF
101
151
129
104
128
105
105

GA
76
103
88
78
103
102
92

94
86
107
97
124
86

107
89
113
124
136
109

81

129

71

119

98

99
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UNH hosts Yale at 7: 30

Surprise teams
By Lee Hunsaker
Who would have believed it?
Who would have believed back
in November that Boston College
and Brown wouldn 't be in the
playoffs? Who would have
believed back in November that
Yale would mak€\ the playoffs -or even Vermont?
And who would have believed
just two weeks ago that surging
Northeastern University would
sag in the final games to finish
ninth, out of the playoffs once
again?
But then, who would have
believed that UNH would finish in
second place at 17-5-3, rebounding from last year's ro!Jer
coaster season (18-12) with a
questionable defense? Nobody .
But all these events really did
occur over the last six months,
and the final tabulations are in.
Number one Boston University
isn't as number one as they once
were. Though winning 17 times,
they also lost four times and are
showing many humnaistic signs.

•
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In their last five games, the
Terriers are 1-2-2.
Many people feel BU's quarterJ.inal opponent (Vermont) should
be a pushover. They are probably
right. Though the Catamounts
01-10) did beat the Terriers 5-3
on Saturday, it was a case of
everything to gain for UVM and
nothing to lose for BU. The game
was also played in the Gutterson
Field House , one of the worst
rinks for a visiting team in the
ECAC .
UNH's hookup with the Yale
Elis ('.7.:-30 p.m. in Snively Arena l
should provide Durham-fans .with
an exciting game. Yale bit,
clawed and chewed its way into
the olayoffs. saueezing in between Providence and Vermont
for seventh at 12-9-1 by virtue of
wins over Northeastern ( 6-2) and
Harvard (6-5 l and a tie with BU~
Both of these games could be
great ones, but probably not as
great as the one which will take
place in Ithaca, NY.
Cornell and Providence will get

as playo.f fs open. tonight
together for the second con secutive year, under more or Jess
the same conditions. The Big Red
is third, powered on offense by
All-American Lance Nethery and
a potential All-America·n in

Brock Tredway. In the nets, Cornell sports freshman Brian
Hayward. possibly the best goalie
the Bie Red has had since Dave
Chrastina four years ago.
The Friars. on the other hand.

have been hungr_y for the big
game. After a slow s tart , PC
rolled up from twelfth with \.Vins
over Yale, Northeastern la 5-4

PLAYOFFS, page 23

300 tickets remaining
Approximately 300 tickets for tonight's UNH-Yale playoff game
went on sale at 11 this morning at the Field House.
The tickets ($2.5ffapiece) were sent to UNH after they went unsold at the Yale campus in New Haven. Sales will continue on a
first-come, first-served basis until the tickets are sold out.
UNH sold out its own allotment of tickets Friday.

UNH-Yale
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Tonight's quarter-final contest between UNH and Yale
University might not, and probably will not, be as easy a contest as some people may think.
There are two reasons why: ·UNH's playoff record over the
last 11 years, and the UNH-Yale series over the last three years.
The Wildcats have had successful regular seasons ever since
present coach Charlie Holt took over from Rube Bjorkman .
UNH has made the quarter-final round ten of those 11 years,
the last eight in a row.
However, the Wildcats have advanced to the Boston Garden
only twice, first in 1972, and again in 1977 when they went all
the way to the national tournament in Detroit.
Lady Luck has been accused as the prime culprit for the
Wildcats' fate: She boards the bus for a lengthy 25-30 game
schedule, only to depart one stop before the end.
But the dismal record of past playoffs doesn' t bother Holt.
"It's just one game, " he said. "I don't think it has anything to do
with it."
According to Holt, UNH's home ice record is ,about .500,
which leaJs to speculation about each game's outcome.
Eight shortened playoff seasons out of ten doesn't give, or
shouldn't give, anyone any high hopes of UNH sending the Elis
bad. to their assorted-colored Alligator shirts and khackies
with their heads hanging low.
For Yale, just making--the playoffs ·h as -made the season
monumental in itself.
The past three games played between tonight's combattants
have all been exciting, drawn out, grueli.ng contests.
Two years ago, it took a Bob Gould overtime goal to salvage
a Wildcat win. in New Haven. Last year, in the friendlier confines of Durham and Snively Arena, UNH didn't fare any better -- though the Cats did win, it wasn't easy, 6-3. /
This year:_, back again i.n New Haven, the Wildcats' important 6-5 championship victory over the· Elis in the Yale-M~ck
Bulldog tourney 'sparked crucial four-game winning ~treak
which vaulted UNH momentarily into first place (and an 11-2.-1
record through mid-February).
But tonight, position doesn't mean anything. Records don't
mean anything. And UNH has done more than its share of setting records this year.
But UNH is not a myth.
The Wildcats hold a 6-4 advantage in the overall series, winning the last six in a row. But none of those games have been
easy.
Since Taylor has been at Yale (31-42-4 in three years), the
·Elis have become a formidable hockey team once again. Their
12-9-1 ECAC slate .(13-11--2 overall) this year isn't as indicative
of their play as it could be:
'
So going into tonight's game the Wildcats hold a slight edge.
Against them are Lady Luck,- quarter-final history and a jinx .
In their favor is a 17-5-3 record, a rested team playing at its
peak, goal tending, scorers and about 3,800 screaming lunatic
tans.
My prediction: final score UNH, 5-3.
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UNH freshman Ron Reeve uses his stick to _ his advantage as he pursues Brown's
pave Roberts during last week's game. The second-place Wildcats host Yale tol)ight
m the quarter-f~nal round of the ECAC playoffs. <Art Illman photo)

Women end second strong year
By Gerry Miles

of the seasoh. Linemate Kathv
Bryant, UN H's top scorer this
vear and last, scored twice and
assisted on three other goals.
Bryant became the leading
scorer this year with :34 goals and
41 assists, for a total of 75 points.
Last year she recorded 67 points.
The women had beaten the
same UConn team. l:H in Snively
Arena ·1ast week in their last

home game of the season. The
Cats had to travel to Storrs to
complete the home-and-home
agreement.
UNH used a different goalie in
each period. Veteran Bonnie Voye,
who won't be returning next year,
:-;tarted the game and held the
Huskies off the,scoreboard, turning aside just three shots . But
for Huskie netminder Lauren
Fuchs, it was a different scene as
the .cats reached her for two
goals (by· Bryant and Griffith ) on
15 shots.
The first period bombardment
was a preview of what Fuchs was
to expect later as the Wildcats
outshot them bv better than a
five-to-one marg.in, 47-8.
Senior Melissa White, known for
her aggressive play and hustle,
upped ·the score to 3-0 early in
the second period.
_
Griffith had scored her hat
trick by the. midway point, set up
on the first goal by Bryant, and
the second from White and
Brvant.
UConn then spoiled lJNH's
hopes for a shutout at 11: 53 when
Theresa Green scored an
unassisted goal on Lynn Wash,
knocking home a loose puck in
scramble in Walsh"s crease . ·
Yvette Daigle tallied shortly
after· to up the margin tp 6-1 to
secure the win.
Donna Nvstrom started the
'
third period in the nets and allowed a goal, coming from
UConn's Sue Davis at 7:0\:J.
Bryant answered Davis's goal
with her second of the night
tv.:elvc seconds later for a 7-2
UNH lead. Diane Langlais topped
off the scoring a minute and a
half later on a set-up from cocaptain Jeanne Bates.
Without question, this year
proved that last year's 15-0
' record was no fluke. UNH
scheduled stronger opponents,
including tht1se involved in the ·
Concordia Invitational tourKathy Brrnnt won the UNH women's hockey team's top nament in Canada, which the
scorfog honors for tht• second year in a row. The Cats
ended their season with an 8-2 win o\·er UL'onll Friday.. ·1CEWOMEN, page 19
1( 1),(>( m.1\1sakt>r 1phofo)
.
For the second vear in a row.
the second vear sil1ce it attained
varsity status, the UNH women's
hockey team has gone undefeated
in collegiate play .
The Wildcats finished their
season Friday in Storrs, Ct.. with
an 8-2 win over UConn.
Co-captain Gail Griffith led the
Wildcats with her third hat trick

